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Subjective perception and prediction model of vehicle stability under aerodynamic excitations
ARUN KUMAR
Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

The current automotive era is moving towards electrified vehicle propulsion. As a result, an
energy efficient vehicle design becomes one of the top priorities. From an aerodynamics point
of view, the vehicle should be more streamlined for minimal aerodynamic drag. Such designs
have the potential to enhance vehicle sensitivity when exposed to external disturbances such
as unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments created by the flow of air around the vehicle.

Before signing off for production, several on-road test scenarios are conducted by professional
drivers to evaluate the new vehicle’s performance. Finding vehicle instabilities and proposing
solutions to problem’s during such late phases of development is challenging in many aspects.
The objective of this paper is to correlate and predict the driver’s subjective perception on
high-speed straight-line driving stability with measurable quantities in the early phase of
development.

In this work, different aerodynamic devices were used for generating higher lift and asymmetric
aerodynamic forces resulting in substandard straight-line drivability on-road. An inverted wing,
an inverted wing with an asymmetric flat plate, and an asymmetric air curtain attached under
the bumper were the selected aerodynamic devices paired with and without bumper side-kicks.
The side-kicks help define the flow separation, thus improving the drivability of the tested
vehicle. Plots of mean and standard deviation and ride diagrams of lateral acceleration, yaw
velocity, steering angle, and steering torque are used to understand vehicle behaviour for the
paired configurations and relate to the difference of subjective judgment of drivability within
each pair. The ride diagram was used to separate the presence of transient behaviour and
study its impact on subjective judgement. The qualitative assessment of the resulting trends
agrees well with the subjective judgement of the driver.

Clinical tests were conducted using driving simulators, in order to have an in-depth under-
standing of the subjective perception and responses of drivers towards external disturbances.
Both common and experienced test drivers were involved in this test. The results provided an
insight towards the disturbance frequencies and amplitudes of interest. From the test data,
a model is generated that can predict the drivers’ subjective perception after experiencing
induced external disturbances. The outcome also shows the impact of drivers’ steering action
on their subjective perceptions towards these disturbances.

Keywords: Driving simulator, human-vehicle interaction, drivability, unsteady aerodynamics,
vehicle stability, prediction model, driver perception.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
CAN Controller Area Network
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DoF Degree of Freedom
IMU Inertia Measurement Unit
MCA Motion cueing algorithm
MS Mean Squared Value
RMS Root Mean Square Value
SUV Sports Utility Vehicle
VTI Statnes Väg- och Transportförskninginstitut

(Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute)

Symbols
β Vehicle body slip angle [deg]
δsw, δSW Steering wheel angle [deg]
δ̇sw Steering rate [deg/s]
θvh Pitch angle [deg]
θ̇vh Pitch velocity [deg/s]
τsw, TSW Steering wheel torque [Nm]
φvh Roll angle [deg]
φ̇vh, ωx Roll velocity [deg/s]
ψ Relative flow angle [deg]
ψvh Yaw angle [deg]
ψ̇vh, ωz Yaw velocity [deg/s]
ω̇x Roll acceleration [deg/s2]
ω̇z Yaw acceleration [deg/s2]
~ω Vehicle body angular velocity vector [deg/s]
~a Vehicle body acceleration vector [m/s2]
~Faero Aerodynamic loads [N & Nm]
~zt Road vertical wheel input vector [m]
ay, ÿvh Lateral acceleration [m/s2]
cDT Driver type [-]
Clf Aerodynamic coefficient of front lift force [-]
Clr Aerodynamic coefficient of rear lift force [-]
s Time [s]
Vmag Relative flow magnitude [m/s]
vx Vehicle longitudinal velocity [m/s]
wx Longitudinal wind component [m/s]
wy Crosswind component [m/s]
ẍvh Longitudinal acceleration [m/s2]
z̈vh Vertical acceleration [m/s2]
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Definition
High Speed ≥ 200 km/h
p2p Peak-to-peak value
std Standard deviation
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1
Introduction

This thesis brings an insight towards passenger vehicle driving stability in high-speed straight-
line cruising conditions. The study focuses mainly on relating the subjective judgement of
drivers to physically measurable quantities such as linear and rotational accelerations and
velocity, and steering characteristics. Human perception, vehicle dynamics, and aerodynamics
are the key fields coupled in this study.

Designing a vehicle is challenging as it needs to impress the customer both aesthetically and
with energy efficiency. The impact of aerodynamic drag is becoming increasingly prominent,
especially with the electrification of vehicles. Designing a vehicle with low aerodynamic drag
might bring in susceptibility to vehicle instabilities. The pre-production vehicles are tested
on-road by test drivers to subjectively assess the driving dynamics and vehicle stability in
different driving scenarios. These tests take place in the later phase of development. Unsteady
aerodynamics constantly influences the vehicle and is predominant at high speeds (≥ 200 Km/h).
The test drivers usually rate the vehicle performance from 1-10, 1-5 being unacceptable. The
rating is split into different scenarios such as high-speed cornering, high-speed lane maneuvers,
high-speed braking, vehicle response to gust, etc.

Nervousness is a common vehicle instability behaviour felt while driving in a straight-line. The
causes for nervousness can be many. The one in focus in this study is due to aerodynamic
instabilities. For drivers, such nervousness can produce subjective impressions ranging from
merely inconvenient to alarmingly unacceptable behavior. Finding such behaviours during on-
road tests is not desirable as it is already in the later phase of development. In this work, several
studies are conducted to find ways to improve the prediction of such subjective evaluations
from test drivers and relate them to objective measurable quantities in the early phase of
development. Simulation tools such as CFD, wind tunnels, vehicle dynamics simulations, and
driving simulators can help in developing an improved stable design. The focus of this study is
developing a predictive model for drivers’ ability to feel external disturbances and investigate
the relationship between subjective perception and measurable objective quantities.

1.1 Project objectives
The first half of this research aimed to study and contribute to answering the following main
questions and sub-questions:
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1. For a given phenomena, how can objective quantities such as steering response, linear
and rotational accelerations be related to subjective judgement? Find out how the driver’s
judgement is relatable to the measured objective quantities. How can one blind-folded
point out the difference in subjective judgements between two cases from objective
quantities? Can we use any add-ons to use for such comparison?

2. Is it possible to predict a driver’s ability in identifying an induced disturbance in an early
design phase? Can one predict the probability of drivers being able to identify an induced
disturbance from the available objective quantities? Can the influence of the type of
drivers be understood?

3. Which quantities have a significant influence on drivers’ perception towards driving
instabilities? Which quantities dominate the drivers’ perception of stability over the
others?

1.2 Limitations
This study is limited to straight line driving under a near gust-free environment. Only a set of
speeds were considered in this study: paper A at 230 and 250 km/h and paper B at 200 km/h.
The influence of acoustic and visual inputs on a driver’s stability perception is not investigated
in this study.

In on-road study (paper A), the test vehicle was a mid-size, front wheel driven and front weight
biased sedan. The test was conducted using only one type of tire. For the driving simulator
test (paper B), the test vehicle model was a compact sports utility vehicle (SUV). The vehicle
dynamics model used for the clinical test such as tires and steering was more generic. Since
both tests were done on a single type of vehicle, more tests involving different types of vehicles
are needed to provide a more general outline.

Resources such as time and services limit the sample size, number of drivers, and the types of
disturbances and combinations that can be studied. Furthermore, fatigue and mind saturation
were also factors limiting the duration of the tests.

1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 1 provides the purpose behind this project, objectives, and limitations faced during
the tests. Chapter 2 narrates the necessary background, mathematical tools used for the study
of the two papers. Chapter 3 explains the on-road test setups, methodology, result analysis
and findings. This resulted in the first paper. Chapter 4 explains the Driving Simulator test
setups, methodology, result analysis, and findings. This resulted in the second paper. Chapter
5 provides the final conclusions and plan for future investigations. Chapter 6 attaches to the
resulting papers.
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2
Background

A vehicle behaviour under the influence of external disturbances during high speed driving
provides an understanding of its stability. The key players influencing stability are aerodynamics,
vehicle dynamics, driver, and environment.

In this study, the focus is on high-speed straight-line driving maneuvers. A flow diagram of
the system is shown in Figure 2.1. The figure shows a simplified driver-vehicle flow design
including the most important relations such as aerodynamic flow conditions and vertical
road indentations. A background on high-speed straight-line test driving on-road and basic
subjective relations are described in this chapter. Thereafter, the basic working principle of
driving simulator is explained, followed by a brief discussion on the driver perception and
subjective judgement characteristics.

Figure 2.1: A flow diagram on driver-vehicle-disturbance interactiony. Courtesy of A. Brandt [3]

2.1 Testing environment
On-road testing and driving simulator testing are available to investigate the influence of
unsteady aerodynamics on vehicle stability. The background on the methods used in this study
is explained in the succeeding sections. In this work, on-road was used for the first experiment
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resulting in paper A and the driving simulator for the second experiment resulting in paper B.

2.1.1 On-road test

On-road tests are still used by automobile manufacturers in the final phase of the development
for final tuning and evaluation of the vehicle performance. It has many advantages over
simulations. On-road tests simulate more realistic driving conditions. The drivers are more
involved, they do not have the false sense of safety they have in the driving simulator. The
experience felt by drivers and their resulting responses from simulated crosswinds in a wind
tunnel or driving simulator are different from the ones under a natural stochastic crosswinds
felt during on-road tests. On the other hand, the external environment and influences are not
completely repeatable. A lot more testing is required for achieving the same uncertainty when
implementing a standardized driving test under potentially high random noise. Typically, it is
not realistic to do as much testing as is necessary. Moreover, certain on-road maneuvers might
be hazardous and ethically challenging.

The aerodynamic disturbances affecting vehicle stability can be either due to external excitations
such as impacts of wind gusts or vehicle heave or pitch due to road indentation [4–9] or as a
result of complex flow structures due to the shape of the vehicle, as in studies by Okada et al.
[10–12]. Okada et al. used on-road tests and CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) to show
the influence of the rear lift fluctuations and A-pillar vortex relation on straight-line instabilities.
Another study was done by Kawakami et al. [12] on improving vehicle performance by reducing
the aerodynamic load fluctuations on a hatchback. The study was done using CFD, followed
by a scale model wind tunnel test. Vortex generators proved to improve the subjective rating
during on-road tests. The preliminary study, using CFD and wind tunnel tests showed how
these vortex generators suppressed the yaw and roll moment fluctuations by creating a more
distinct separation region.

An on-road study by Howell et al. [13] investigated the influence of front axle lift coefficient
Clf and rear axle lift coefficient Clr on straight-line and lane change stability for several kinds
of passenger vehicles. The lift coefficients were obtained from wind tunnel tests. The results
provided an initial design criteria of Clf + Clr ≤ 0.2 and |Clf − Clr| ≤ 0.1 while designing the
vehicle. Buchheim et al. [14] investigated the influence of aerodynamic parameters on vehicle
stability at high-speed straight-line, braking, and crosswind conditions. The test was done
on-road. Both these studies provide insight into preliminary stability criteria. Low overall lift
forces and positive pitching moment is desirable for an improved high-speed straight-line driving
scenario. This is the motivation towards modifying the rear of the vehicle for the on-road test
in paper A. The chosen aerodynamic devices increased the lift force of the test object. Through
reduced traction between tires and road surfaces, straight-line driving standards were reduced,
favouring the test requirement.

Studies contributing to how on-road subjective vehicle nervousness correlates with measurable
quantities such as acceleration or steering during straight-line driving are limited. On-road
tests were performed in this study to contribute answers to this question and the main results
are presented in Chapter 3 and paper A.
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2.1.2 Driving simulator test

Virtual simulation of on-road driving scenarios can be conducted in driving simulators with
good repeatability and controlled environment conditions. Current computational power can
incorporate the full vehicle characteristics to conduct maneuvers such as high-speed stability,
crosswind, and primary ride, even in early vehicle development. Analysis from such early tests
can lead to sooner design decision making, resulting in better product performance and reduced
development costs through fewer prototypes [15].

In a driving simulator, a realistic driving impression plays a significant role for the driver to
absorb the virtual reality [16]. In order to replicate the exact vehicle motions as real on-road
for a given maneuver in full scope, the motion envelope should be the same as a real on-road
environment. Such a motion is ideal but not practical. The motion envelope of a simulator is
limited due to boundaries such as power, computing resources, actuator stroke length, etc. A
motion cueing algorithm (MCA) is used to recreate the sensation of real on-road maneuvers
within these boundaries. This algorithm balances the actuated degrees of freedom (DOFs)
according to the type of experiment and expectations.

Motion platform
The driving simulator operated in this study uses the hexapod system, which is a very commonly
used hardware platform [17]. It consists of six independently controlled prismatic actuators
with the ability to transfer the load within 6 DOFs [18]. They are:

• Surge: Translation along x axis (linear motion)
• Sway: Translation along y axis (linear motion)
• Heave: Translation along z axis (linear motion)
• Roll: Turning along x axis (rotation motion)
• Pitch: Turning along y axis (rotation motion)
• Yaw: Turning along z axis (rotation motion)

The hexapod system has the limitations of stroke length, as explained above, and that all
DOFs are mechanically connected. As a result, the use of one DOF limits the stroke potential
of the others. In the driving simulator used in this study, the whole platform is combined with
an XY-sled which adds two more DOFs, shown in Figure 4.1 [19].

Driving cues
Certain cues play a key role for perceived realism when simulating a real on-road maneuvers.
They are:

• Visual cue: The computing delays between the driver’s input and the visual display of
the resulting motion in the simulator should be minimal. According to Blissing et al.
[20] the maximum thresholds for visual latency ranges from 50 to 150 ms. Exceeding this
threshold showed effects on driver’s behaviour such as lane keeping and steering wheel
reversal. Motion sickness and stress were other effects found at higher visual latency. The
positioning of the observer in the platform should also be accurate enough to represent
the desired visual sensation.
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• Steering torque feedback: The driver’s haptic feedback is important. The steering wheel
feedback provides the driver with an understanding of coupled interactions between the
front axle tires and the road.

• Motion cue: Boundaries in the range of accelerations and rotations in the simulator
necessitate developing different motion cueing strategies that control the motion platform
to reproduce realistic vehicle motion. Together with the utilization of the human
kinaesthetic sense and vestibular system, the simulated vehicle motions are mapped to
relatable platform feedback for the driver. The motion cueing algorithm incorporates
motion cueing strategies and will be explained in the next subsection.

Motion cueing algorithm
A motion cue algorithm maps the simulated vehicle motions to simulator motions. The type
of motion cue algorithms that will be explained here are the classical algorithm and washout
algorithms.

The classical motion cueing algorithm uses a frequency split approach as shown in Figure 2.2.
The typical acceleration (or velocity) inputs from the simulated vehicle dynamics model to
motion algorithm are:

• linear accelerations: longitudinal ẍvh, lateral ÿvh and vertical z̈vh

• rotational velocity (or accelerations): roll φ̇vh, pitch θ̇vh, yaw ψ̇vh

Figure 2.2: Scheme of motion cue algorithm. Courtesy of A. Kusachov [18]

The obtained accelerations (or velocities) are distributed to the hexapod and sled systems
based on the frequency range. The linear accelerations are divided between translation motion
and tilt coordination. The sled system takes the middle frequency linear accelerations and
the hexapod takes the high frequency linear accelerations. Low frequency linear accelerations
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are achieved by tilt coordination. Hexapod rotations will take this responsibility along with
rotational acceleration.

The washout algorithm comes into play because during the test there can be scenarios where
the simulator reaches its physical boundaries [21]. Washout is performed to prevent these
conditions by bringing the platform slowly back towards its initial position. It should ideally
be performed in stealth, otherwise the driver perceives false motions. A study by E. Groen et
al. [22] found the rotational perception threshold as 3◦ /s.

Several studies have assessed a driver’s reaction to external disturbances using driving simulators.
Krantz et al. [23] investigated the crosswind influence on vehicle dynamics using a driving
simulator. The unsteady aerodynamic coefficients relating to crosswind behavior of two different
vehicles from wind tunnel tests were added to a single track model. The results of driving
simulator tests were used to study and compare the yaw and lateral response with those of
on-road tests. The drivers were asked to keep the vehicle in a straight-line. The investigated
crosswind had a transient profile with a power spectral density peaking around 2 Hz. The
study provided insight into the application of driving simulators in unsteady aerodynamics in
the early development phase.

A paper by Huemer et al. [24] presented the influence of multidimensional vehicle response
due to crosswind on driver perception also using a driving simulator. In their work the
multidimensional vehicle response consists of roll velocity, yaw velocity, and lateral acceleration.
The impact of amplitude changes and phase delay of crosswinds on the vehicle response was
also investigated. Yaw moment disturbance showed the highest influence on driving stability,
subsequently side force, and roll moment. Wagner et al. [25] studied the drivers’ reactions and
judgement on the vehicle behaviors due to the crosswind conditions, discussed later in Section
2.3.

Nguyen et al. [26] investigated a cornering scenario on the German autobahn with vertical
disturbances simulating road unevenness and road bumps. The vehicle response was subjectively
evaluated and the results included a threshold of sensitivity between pitch, roll, and lateral
disturbance impulses over varying road noise intensities. In addition, the paper studied the
subjective impression in the case of coupled yaw and roll motion with different phase delays
and amplitudes.

In this work, a driving simulator was used with the purpose of building a regression model
that can predict the probability of a driver to identify an induced disturbance with the help of
the measured quantities such as vehicle and driver behaviours. The main results of the study
are presented in Chapter 4 and paper B.

2.2 Analysis tool
Vector plotting, ride diagram and logistic regression are used for the study. These are explained
in the following sections.
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2.2.1 Vector plotting

Vector plotting is used as an objective indicator for subjective vehicle drivability, where vector
lines join from one configuration to another. Vector lines that trend toward the origin implies
improved drivability. The mean and standard deviation values of desired objective quantities
such as steering torque or yaw rate are used to develop vector plots.

Mean value
The mean is calculated for a quantity x according to the equation:

x̄ = 1
N

N∑
i=1

xi (2.1)

where N is the number of samples.

Standard deviation
The number of independent samples, m, of each signal is found using the auto-correlation
function [27]. This function calculates the correlation between xi and xi+k, where lag k =
1, 2, 3, ...K. According to Box et al. [28] the auto-correlation for k is

rk = ck

c0
(2.2)

where c0 is the sample variance of the time series.

ck = 1
N

N−k∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(xi+k − x̄). (2.3)

where N is the total number of observations. The auto-correlation time, τ , is

τ = 1 + 2
K∑

k=1
rk (2.4)

The effective sample size is

m = N

τ
. (2.5)

The variance of the signals are:

σ2
x = 1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (2.6)

The mean uncertainty with a coverage factor of 2, which corresponds to a coverage probability
of approximately 95%, is:

∆x̄ = 2 1√
m
σx (2.7)
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2.2.2 Ride diagram

The ride diagram is another objective indicator used to relate potential influence of objective
quantities of transient nature on subjective drivability. The method for ride diagram is done in
three steps, defined by Strandemar et al. [29, 30]. The signal is divided into segments at the
sign changes of the signal derivatives as shown in Equation 2.8.

Ω = {n | x(n− 1) > x(n) < x(n+ 1) or x(n− 1) < x(n) > x(n+ 1)} (2.8)

Thus the kth segment will be expressed as:

yk = {x(n)}n=nk+1
n=nk

(2.9)

Where k = 1, 2, ..., Nk−1 and Nk is the total number of peaks. The peak-to-peak value of kth

segment is:
Ptp(k) = |max(yk)−min(yk)| (2.10)

The segments can now be categorized as transient or stationary according to:

yk
trans =


{x(n)}nk+1

nk
Ptp(k) > Tlimit & Ptp(k − 1) 6 Tlimit

{x(n)}nk+1
nk+1 Ptp(k) > Tlimit & Ptp(k − 1) > Tlimit

0 otherwise
(2.11)

where Ptp(0) = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., Nk−1 and Nk−1 is the number of segments. Figure 2.3 a shows
an example of a random signal. As referred in Strandemar et al. [29], Tlimit = 2

√
2 RMS(x) is

the limit of transients also know as the signals energy equivalent amplitude.

The Mean Squared Values (MS) of transient and stationary (remaining) signals are related as
shown in Equation 2.12.

MStransient = 1
N

Nk−1∑
k

∑
n

|yk
trans|2 (2.12)

MSstationary = 1
N

N∑
n=1

x(n)2 −MStransient (2.13)

For a given situation Figure 2.3 b shows the general idea of how to read the ride diagram with
respect to drivability standards.

This method has some practical issues when the signals have small spikes in them. These spikes
can be located in between an otherwise high peak-to-peak value as shown in Figure 2.4, as
from time 26 to 27 s. when separating the signals with the Tlimit criterion, the algorithm only
checks for the exact peak-to-peak values between these spikes. So the possibility is high for a
peak-to-peak value, which would otherwise be eligible for being filtered as a transient segment,
to not be filtered because of spikes. This can be reduced by downsampling the signals but this
does not completely eliminate the problem. The method was originaly used by Strandemar et
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al. [29] for relatively simple signals for testing in a driving simulator. Hence it needs further
development for more realistic signals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Differentiation of Stationary-Transient Signal [29]: (a) A signal divided into segments,
where Peak-to-Peak distance is marked and the dotted line segments are sorted as
transient. (b) Simple representation of how to read the ride diagrams. Left side
represents Mean Squared Value (MS) of transient part and right side represents Mean
Squared Value (MS) of stationary part.

2.2.3 Logistic regression

Logistic regression is used here as a binomial classification technique, [31, 32]. It is used
to predict the driver’s subjective response from the governing measured vehicle and driver
reactions. Consider the number of observations as n. Ri is the response, xi are the independent
variables called predictors and k is the number of predictors. In this case, Ri consists of binary
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Comparison of the ability to separate transient segments in different sample rates:
(a) Lateral acceleration ay vs time with a sample rate of 100 Hz. (b) Lateral acceleration
ay vs time after downsampling to 10 Hz.

responses from the drivers (0 or 1). The objective of this approach is to create a response model
that can predict the likelihood of each response Ri for given predictors on each observation.

Logistic regression is used to obtain the model coefficients needed to estimate the log-odds z of
the driver response being 1, in the linear function:

z = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ....+ βkxk (2.14)

where, β0 is y-intercept and βi=1,2,3.. are model coefficients of respective independent variables
(predictors) xi=1,2,3..

A desired predictive model is established in the form of a logistic regression function p(z) = 1/(1+
exp(−z)). p(z) is a sigmoid function and the value is the predicted probability of the response
being 1 for a given observation. The logit model, p(z), is a non-linear function resulting in
local minima. Finding the global minima using the cost function further tunes the regression.
This helps in selecting the best suited predictors. Here, the maximum likelihood estimate,
MLE = ∑

i(Rilog(p(xi)) + (1−Ri)log(1− p(xi))), is used. The resulting prediction accuracy
can be classified as:

• Generic accuracy: The number of correct predictions over the total number of observations.
• True positive accuracy: The number of correctly predicted ones over the total number of

observed ones.
• True negative accuracy: The number of correctly predicted zeros over the total number

of observed zeros.

2.3 Subjective perception
Difficulty or inability in keeping the vehicle in lane due to frequent steering corrections
or presence of undesired vehicle oscillations due to unsteady aerodynamics results in an
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unacceptable vehicle dynamics behaviour. When it comes to subjective evaluation of vehicle
performance, drivers’ reaction to such vehicle dynamic behaviour is important [23, 25]. The
importance of driver-vehicle system interdependence on the subjective evaluation of vehicle
drivability is significant.

Wagner et al. [25] found difference in drivers’ reactions and judgements on the vehicle behaviors
depending on the crosswind conditions. At frequency range 0.5 - 1.5 Hz the driver’s steering
intensity was quite high. This resulted in intensified vehicle responses. At crosswind conditions
less than 0.5 Hz the drivers were capable in correcting the vehicle behaviour, however, above
2 Hz the changes were too fast for the drivers to respond. For cross wind conditions, it is seen
that yaw velocity and lateral acceleration have a strong correlation with subjective perception
on stability [3]. Study by Huemer et al. [24] showed that the influence of crosswind on yaw
motion was the most sensitive. In the investigation by Nguyen et al. [26], the drivers were
found to have a difference in subjective impression with varying phase delays and amplitude
ratio between roll and yaw moments.

Presence of jerk in the induced disturbance was found to get more attention of the driver than
periodic disturbances [33, 34]. The use of ride diagrams for analysis of ride comfort came from
such an observation. These studies were the motivation for implementing a similar approach
to lateral behaviour in paper A.

Both the tests in this study investigates a high-speed straight-line driving condition, during
which the impact of driver fatigue is crucial for subjective response and limits the duration
of each test session. Driver fatigue can be a state of deterioration of mental alertness, or
the transient state between sleep and awake, or psychological and physiological behaviour
which when left undisturbed results in poor driver response to a given task [35–37]. Awareness
decreases and sleepiness increases with prolonged monotonous driving [38, 39]. In this study,
the psychological and physiological impacts on the drivers’ subjective perception, such as the
time of the test and frame of mind at the time of the test, could not be completely eliminated.
Furthermore, the preceding signal stimuli could also influence how the driver responds to a
given stimulus.
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3
On-road study

This chapter covers the experimental setup and outcomes of the first study resulting in paper
A. An on-road study was conducted to investigate the relationship between the subjective
judgement of the drivability of a vehicle and measurable variables.

Figure 3.1: Test vehicle

3.1 Experimental set-up
The test object used in this study was a mid-size, front wheel drive sedan, Figure 3.1. The
front wheel driven version has a more forward load distribution, compared to a four wheel
driven version, hence enhancing the sensitivity in the rear due to lower traction on the rear
tires.

3.1.1 Instrumentation

Different variables were recorded through sensors to capture the vehicle behaviour. The added
sensors are shown in Figure 3.2 and listed below:

• Steering wheel clip-on sensor [SW]: This sensor measured the steering angle, steering rate
and steering torque. It was placed on the steering wheel. The sensor has an uncertainty
of ±0.01 deg. Details are shown in [40].

• Aeroprobe and pressure sensors [AP]: Measured headwind conditions such as yaw angle,
roll angle, and angle of attack with a range of ±70 deg and an accuracy of ±1 deg. It was
positioned 360 mm vertically above the center of the vehicle roof, in line with Reference
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[41].
• Lazer sensors measuring ride height [RH1, RH2, RH3, RH4]: Measured ride heights

of the test vehicle. RH1 and RH2 were placed on the underside of the front and rear
bumpers flush with the exterior surface. The remaining two sensors were placed to the
sides at the middle of the wheelbase. The measurement of uncertainty for the sensor was
±0.6 mm.

• Inertia Measurement Unit [IMU]: It was placed in the center of gravity of the vehicle
except vertically (due to structural hindrances). However, the IMU can translate the
readings of any reference point on the input, irrespective of the position of IMU itself.
GPS was integrated into this system with the positioning of antennas, as recommended
by DEWESoft [42].

• Draw-wire displacement sensors [FL, FR, RL, RR]: Four sensors were co-aligned with the
spring of each wheel measuring the displacement of the suspensions with an uncertainty
below ±0.3 mm.

• CAN signal: Signals from the vehicle’s built-in sensors were also recorded. The absolute
steering wheel angle data considered in this research during post-processing and plots
were recorded from the CAN bus. The accuracy of these sensors was ±0.1 deg.

• Dewesoft Module: All sensors were connected to a Sirius Dewesoft data acquisition
system. The Dewesoft X software was used for data acquisition and some post-processing.

Figure 3.2: Test vehicle instrument setup.

3.1.2 Aerodynamic configurations

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the test was designed to create substandard drivability using
sets of add-ons to the test vehicle. The test driver was asked to respond if he sensed any
stimuli induced through different aerodynamic devices and their combinations. Three paired
configurations were selected for this study. The add-ons, which can be seen in Figure 3.3, are
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the following

• Anti-diffuser [a]: Designed with the intention to guide the flow downwards and partially
restrict the flow along the diffuser region. The device was supposed to promote a wake
downwash, resulting in a rear lift.

• Inverted wing [w]: A rear wing attached to act like aircraft wings, set to increase rear lift.
• Inverted wing with fin [w-f]: A fin placed 90◦ to the flow upstream as an addition on the

left side of the inverted wing to generate asymmetric forces and moments.
• Side-kicks [s]: Additional aerodynamic devices shaped as slightly spiked separation edges

on both sides of the rear bumper, creating an outwash while separating the flow at defined
locations. This add-on was used as a pairing device for the three previous add-ons, i.e.,
wing [w], wing with fin [w-f], and anti-diffuser [a].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Aerodynamic devices: (a) Anti- diffuser [a]. (b) Inverted wing [w]. (c) Inverted wing
with fin [w-f]. (d) Side-kicks [s].

Despite extreme modifications on the test vehicle, no alarming instabilities were sensed by the
test drivers, which was the prior intention. Wind tunnel tests were later conducted to obtain
the aerodynamic coefficients of each configuration and combination of configurations. The
aerodynamic coefficients of front and rear lifts are shown in Table 3.1. The addition of a side
kick did not make a significant difference to the front or rear lift coefficients in any of the cases
with respect to the uncertainty of the wind tunnel measurements.
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Table 3.1: The change in mean aerodynamic lift coefficients of each configuration compared to the
base car.

(∆ = Configuration - base car value)
front lift coefficient rear lift coefficient

Configuration ∆Clf ∆Clr

Anti-diffuser [a] −0.001 0.005
Anti-diffuser [a] + Side-kicks [s] 0.000 0.004
Inverted wing [w] −0.016 0.096
Inverted wing [w] + Side-kicks [s] −0.016 0.093
Inverted wing with fin [w-f] −0.012 0.072
Inverted wing with fin [w-f] + Side-kicks [s] −0.012 0.070

3.1.3 Test track and test procedure

The test track was Volvo Cars Hällered Proving Ground. It is an oval track with two straight
lines of 1.1 km, as sketched in Figure 3.4. In this study, the data analysis only considered
measurements along the two straight lines.

Figure 3.4: Test track at Volvo Cars Hällered Proving Ground.

During the trial runs, the subjective judgement of all three selected configuration pairs was
taken from three test drivers. The analysis presented in this paper is from the recorded data
of one driver. The reference location on the track, shown in Figure 3.4, was used to tare all
sensors for each test with the desired configuration. It was also the starting and stopping point
of these tests. The driver was asked to drive around the track following a selected fast lane.
Once the desired conditions such as required speed and minimal wind speeds were achieved, the
Dewesoft Module data acquisition starts as it crosses the beginning of the first straight line L1.
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The trigger to record data was set at the start of L1 and stopped automatically after three full
laps. Once the recording was complete, the vehicle was driven to the reference location where
the next configuration was fixed and the sensors were tared. This procedure was repeated
throughout all the planned configurations. The tire pressure was periodically monitored for
consistency and safety. The test driver was unaware of the configurations and their impact on
the test object. Such a blind test is important for an unbiased judgement.

For the analysis, out of the few tested cruising speeds, only speeds of 230 and 250 km/h were
used due to their noticeable difference in vehicle behaviour. With three full laps consisting of
two straight lines (L1 & L2) and two cruising speeds, a total of 12 readings were considered.
Variables considered in this study to relate the subjective feel of the test driver to measurable
quantities are lateral acceleration ay, yaw velocity ωz, steering angle δsw and steering torque
τsw. The influence of heave and roll rates in this driving condition were negligible, hence, they
are not further discussed. The data received from the test sensors were filtered with a low-pass
filter with a 20 Hz cutoff frequency and down-sampled to 10 Hz before analysis.

3.2 Discussion and results
The subjective rating of the tests on three selected configurations paired as with and without
side-kicks is shown in chart Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Subjective judgement between paired configurations, where ’good’ or ’poor’ drivability is
relative to the other configuration in each pair

3.2.1 Analysis

The vehicle behaviours felt by drivers with the attachment of the three configurations:

• The anti-diffuser showed a more high frequency yaw behavior compared to the other
configurations.

• The inverted wing gave low frequency sway behaviour with the impression that the source
of excitation was from the rear end of the test object.
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• The inverted wing with fin resulted in a similar behaviour similar to that with just the
inverted wing, but in addition, there was a slight leftward yaw.

The use of side-kicks improved the drive quality and notably dampened the above-mentioned
behaviours of the respective configurations.

Pairwise comparisons of all configurations were conducted using the available post-processed
data.

Wire sensors measurement
The RMS of the change in lift forces on each wheel for each configuration compared to the
reference test object is shown in Figure 3.6. In all configurations, an asymmetric suspension
expansion between the rear left and right was also notable in this bar graph. This could be
due to a difference in unsprung weight. The configurations with wing (w and w-s) provided
the highest lift in the rear, followed by wing with fin (w-f and w-f-s). As a result, the load
was being transferred more to the front of the test object, causing compression on the front
suspension. The influence of anti-diffuser (a and a-s) on rear lift was less compared to the
reference, creating a positive pitch.

Figure 3.6: RMS of relative suspension displacement for different configurations and speeds of each
of the four wheels.

Mean and standard deviation vector plots
The vector lines represented in Figure 3.7 show each configuration pair, connecting from the
configuration without to with side-kicks. The method is described in detail in Section 2.2.1.

Since the study scenario was a straight-line drive, the mean values of lateral acceleration ay
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and yaw velocity ωz will be negligible. In the case of δsw and τsw, the mean value depicted the
excess averaged steering input required by the driver in response to exterior disturbances while
keeping the test object following the straight line. Lower need for δsw and τsw response shows
characteristics of good drivability which is presented in Figure 3.7a. This implies that the vector
plots point towards the origin. These vector plots fall in line with the subjective judgement
of all configurations with and without side-kicks except for the anti-diffuser. However, the
standard deviation vector line patterns of δsw vs τsw coincides with subjective judgement for all
configurations with and without side-kicks, as shown in Figure 3.7b. A similar pattern is also
found for lateral acceleration ay and yaw velocity ωz. This suggests that side-kicks dampen
the unsteady vehicle behaviour, resulting in better driving in a straight line.

(a) mean values (b) Standard deviations

Figure 3.7: Vector plots of mean values and standard deviations of steering torque τsw vs steering
angle δsw of each straight line L1 and L2 for the different configurations and speeds.

Ride diagram method
The plots in Figure 3.8 show the mean squared values (MS) values of the transient part of
the signals to the left and the MS values of the remaining stationary part of signals to the
right, explained in detail in Section 2.2.2. Unfilled markers represent respective configurations
without side-kicks and filled markers represent configurations with side-kicks. The sum of MS
values of transient and stationary gives the total MS value of the signal. The further the MS
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value is from the origin on the x axis, the lower the standard of drivability. The ride diagrams
interpreted this way agree with subjective judgement of all configurations, Figure 3.8.

On the transient side in Figure 3.8a, the transient nature of the signal is larger in the
configuration with anti-diffuser compared to other configurations at 250 km/h. At 230 km/h
the transient side of the configuration pair with anti-diffuser is not predominant and the trend
is opposite to the subjective judgment by a small margin. However, on the stationary side,
the configuration with anti-diffuser, a, is mainly showing a worse trend than the configuration
with anti-diffuser and side-kick, a-s. The steering characteristics such as τsw, Figure 3.8b, show
a larger contribution on the stationary side for wing and wing with fin configurations. The
transient contribution in all configurations is negligible in comparison. This shows the inability
to respond to unknown transient behaviours.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Ride diagram of all configurations and selected speeds: (a) Yaw velocity ωz. (b) Steering
torque τsw.

3.2.2 Statistical analysis

The use of mean and variance vector plots and ride diagram matches the driver’s subjective
judgment on drive quality. However, the measurements fall in the error region of for accelerom-
eters and gyroscope. This brings the certainity of observations from the above plots to a grey
area especially for lateral acceleration ay and yaw velocity ωz.

The statistical test is a quantitative analysis. Due to the consistent vector patterns, usually
pointing towards the origin, a statistical analysis can support the qualitative evaluation.
Cumulative Binomial distribution is used to assess the probability of random creation of such
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a pattern. The probability that the outcome X of at least x successes in n trials is:

p(x > X) = 1−
x∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
P i(1− P )n−i (3.1)

In this case, the null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the configurations,
depending on if they have side-kicks or not and that gives the assumption P = 0.5. The
number of trials n is twelve. With these values taken into account, the binomial distributions
of the success of each of the four variables at n trials are calculated as shown in Table 3.2.
This shows that the probability for the random vector plots to show similar pattern as that of
the results is quite low. In comparison with the variables considered the probability of such a
case in ωz is the highest with px = 12% which is low but still notable. The null hypothesis can
be rejected for δsw and τsw.

Table 3.2: Cumulative Binomial distribution of random success of all variables.

Variable x Probability of Atleast x Success for n Trials
ay 9 0.054
ωz 8 0.12
δsw 11 0.003
τsw 11 0.003
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4
Driving simulator study

This chapter covers the experimental setup and outcomes of the paper B. The objective was to
investigate drivers’ ability to recognize induced external disturbances and build a regression
model to predict their judgment based on measured quantitative variables.

4.1 Experimental set-up
This section explains the set-up and test plan for the driving simulator tests conducted at
the Volvo Cars Driving Simulator and at the Swedish National Road and Transport Research
Institute (VTI).

4.1.1 Driving simulator and vehicle model

In this study, multiple drivers drove at high speed in a straight line while experiencing realistic
vertical noise simulating road unevenness. The simulated vehicle was then exposed to induced
disturbances. The objective was to find at what levels and frequency ranges drivers could
either detect or experience disturbances as dangerous. Logistic regression is used with the
observations to create a model that can predict the likelyhood of drivers detecting given
disturbance. The experiment was planned as a two step process:

Phase I
Conducted with three average skilled drivers (common drivers) at Volvo Cars Driving Simulator,
shown in Figure 4.1a.

System: The simulator is a VI-Grade 075 and works with CarRealtime for vehicle dynamics
modeling and simulation [43]. The vehicle dynamics model used was built to match the test
vehicle.

Test: The drivers were asked to drive in a straight line simulating a 200 km/h long cruise
driving condition on a 3-lane straight road. Before the test, they were informed about the
existence of background road noise. The drivers responded ‘felt’ or ‘felt dangerous’ when they
experienced a disturbance and when they didn’t respond, it was categorized as ‘didn’t feel’.
In this phase, the disturbance inputs were either yaw moments or side forces at the center of
gravity of the vehicle. Depending on the drivers’ response to a disturbance input, the test
leader modulated the frequencies and amplitudes of the disturbance input and fed it to the
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simulator. The results gave a rough estimation of the desired region of interest in terms of
amplitudes and frequencies to be used in the phase II test.

Figure 4.1: (a) Phase I test using Volvo Cars Driving Simulator [44] (b) Phase II test using VTI
SimIV (Photo: Hejdlösa Bilder AB) [19].

Phase II
The clinical test was performed at VTI’s (Swedish National Road and Transport Research
Institute) driving simulator, which can be seen in Figure 4.1b [19]. It has a longer platform
envelop for the area of interest stretching to frequencies as low as 0.25 Hz.

System: The simulator cabin is mounted on a hexapod, which itself rests on a movable
platform through which the system provides the driver with motion feedback. Details of this
simulator are described by Jansson et al. [45] and in Section 2.1.2. Details of the vehicle
dynamics model can be found in [46, 47]. To have a similar vehicle dynamics behaviour
to that of phase I, a few selected vehicle maneuvers were simulated using CarRealtime at
the Volvo Cars Driving Simulator. The vehicle responses from those simulations were used
to tune the vehicle dynamics model at VTI. The input disturbances were roll and yaw moments.

Test: During the test, the drivers were instructed to loosely follow a straight line, simulating
a 200 km/h long cruise driving condition on a straight flat road. The drivers were given
awareness of the existence of road noise applied to the vehicle. After each disturbance, the
drivers were asked to provide their impressions by pressing either of the three buttons on the
steering wheel as shown in Figure 4.2. Each of which represents feedback as below:
– 0 - I felt nothing
– 1 - I felt the disturbance
– 2 - I felt the disturbance and I can see it’s potential of causing straight line instability

Coefficients for aerodynamic forces and moments were taken from wind tunnel tests performed
earlier and translated to the centre of gravity of the vehicle. Noise was added to the experience
to create a feeling of road inundations and was derived from the Inertia Measurement Unit
(IMU) readings of the on-road test in the first paper. White noise was filtered to get the
desired frequency spectra that matched the accelerations from the on-road data. For simplicity,
only the vertical and pitch accelerations were used in this test. Feeding the disturbances on
each wheel independently is more realistic. However, the available setup and time constraints
resulted alternately to feed them at the center of gravity of the vehicle.
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Figure 4.2: Drivers were provided with step-by-step instructions on the screen, visible from cockpit,
to ease adaptability.

Due to motion cueing, the actual motion characteristics felt in the cockpit vary from the
simulated vehicle dynamics response output. It is important to record the actual motion signals
such as the linear and rotational accelerations and velocities in the cockpit for relating to
drivers’ subjective perception. In order to record these signals, the IMU was mounted on the
platform of the cockpit along with the DEWEsoft Module, [42]. The drivers’ impressions and
steering responses were the other inputs recorded by the simulator.

Before analysis, the signals were first low pass filtered with an upper cutoff of 10 Hz and down-
sampled to 100 Hz before analysis. During analysis of each disturbance, the outputs examined
were split into two categories: outputs received 8 seconds to the start of the disturbance signal
is considered as ‘before the disturbance’ and 8 seconds from the start of the disturbance signal
are considered as ‘during the disturbance’.

4.1.2 Disturbances of interest and signals sequencing

One of the profiles studied by Brandt et al. [48] is used to create a base disturbance profile of
interest. This signal profile has shown a potential to have substantial instability behaviour.

The developed base disturbance was an impulse signal that ramps up from zero and instantly
switches to the opposite sign and ramps back to zero, as shown in Figure 4.3. The mathematical
representation of the base disturbance is:

y(t) = sgn
(
T

2 − t
)
·
(

1− cos
(2π
T
· t
))

for t ∈ [0, 10] (4.1)

where, y is the amplitude at a given time t and T = 10 is total signal time.

The disturbances of interest were obtained through the following steps:

1. The base disturbance was passed through an 8th order Butterworth bandpass filter for
achieving disturbances consisting of frequency ranges 0.25 - 0.5 Hz (F1), 0.5 - 1.0 Hz
(F2), 1.0 - 2.0 Hz (F3), and 2.0 - 4.0 Hz (F4).
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Figure 4.3: The preparation of desired aerodynamic excitation signals of interest from the base
disturbance using 8th order Butterworth bandpass filters.

2. They were amplified to the four selected amplitudes in terms of moments: 150 Nm (A1),
175 Nm (A2), 225 Nm (A3), and 325 Nm (A4).

3. This resulted in 16 distinct signals: 4 frequency range × 4 amplitudes. They were fed as
yaw or roll disturbance inputs.

4. These signals were randomly sequenced uniquely for each driver.

5. In addition, the initial signal was repeated once, and two other selected signals were
repeated for all the drivers to investigate repeatability.

This base disturbance being symmetric will help in minimizing the wash-out filter usage by
the simulator, especially since the disturbances of interest were of low frequencies.

4.1.3 Clinical driving test

The clinical driving test consisted of 23 drivers in total: 13 common drivers and 10 experienced
test drivers. While planning the driving span for each driver, it was important to consider
driver fatigue as discussed in Section 2.3. From the summary of the studies stated above, a
driving duration of 15 minutes per driver was chosen as an acceptable duration for an effective
subjective judgement from the drivers. Even though the number of drivers is too small to obtain
an accurate and statistically representative distribution of responses for each disturbance, other
conclusions can be drawn with high statistical significance from the collected data.

Using two repeated disturbances for all drivers, a χ2 test is used to test the independence of
responses from the same driver [49]. The null hypothesis is that the first and second responses
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to the same disturbance from the same driver is independent. The p-value, 0.59, is higher than
0.05. As a result, one cannot reject the null hypothesis, which indicates that the responses are
not strongly dependent.

4.2 Predictive model
Logistic regression is used to create a model for predicting the probability of driver responses
to induced disturbances, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. The resulting logistic regression function
equation is shown in Equation 4.2. For the model development, the values of objective variables
measured in the cockpit are used. Steering angle δsw, yaw velocity ωz and roll velocity ωx along
with the respective driver’s response were chosen from the available variables as they provided
the most accurate predictions. Standard deviations calculated from the time period from the
beginning of each disturbance and 8 seconds onwards of each of these variables are used in
Equation 4.2.

Through a logistic regression model, a relation is built between dependent and independent
variables [31, 32]. The independent variables (predictors) are all the above-mentioned objective
variables together with the category of the drivers, named cDT . The dependent variable is the
driver’s response in binary format, i.e., 0 for ‘did not feel’ (driver responded by pressing 0) and 1
for ‘at least felt’ (driver responded by pressing 1 or 2). The resulting logit function represents a
linear relationship between the independent variables and the log-odds. A maximum likelihood
estimate is used to estimate weights so that the prediction is as close to the actual response as
possible. The model is optimized by removing independent variables that obtain high p-values
(above 0.01).

p(x) = 1
1 + exp(−z(~x))

z(~x) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + β4x4

~x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4

]
=
[
ωx,std ωz,std δsw,std cDT

]
(4.2)

where

p(x) is the logistic model that predicts the probability, p, of achieving an output equal to 1
for a given set of independent variables xi=1,2,3...
β0 is y-intercept,
βi=1,2,3.. are model parameters for respective independent variables (predictors) xi=1,2,3..

4.3 Discussion and results
The results and discussion of the two test phases are presented here, followed by the drivers’
experience and predictive model. In the following sections, peak-to-peak values of variables
are considered. Peak-to-peak is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum
value of the variable within the chosen time segment.
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(a) Lateral acceleration (peak-to-peak), ay,p2p, over
frequency range.

(b) Yaw velocity (peak-to-peak), ωz,p2p, over fre-
quency range.

Figure 4.4: Drawn rough blue line indicating amplitudes where the drivers start to feel from some
phase I tests analysis at the Volvo Cars Driving Simulator.

4.3.1 Phase I analysis

From the phase I tests data, the resulting peak-to-peak lateral acceleration, ay,p2p and yaw
velocity ωz,p2p, felt in the cockpit for all trials of yaw and side disturbances of varying frequency
range and amplitudes were plotted. Two of them, Figures 4.4a and 4.4b, are shown here. From
these figures, blue dashed lines representing the rough transition line between ‘felt’ and ‘did
not feel’ can be observed over each frequency range. The sample sizes are relatively small in
certain frequency ranges. This is because the drivers provided consistent responses of either
‘felt’ or ‘did not feel’ to an induced disturbance for the given amplitudes within the first few
trials. For lateral acceleration, Figure 4.4a, the blue dashed line passes through 0.3 m/s2 at
0.5 - 1.5 Hz and decreases as the frequency range increases. For yaw velocity ωz, Figure 4.4b,
the line starts from 0.5 deg/s at 0.5 - 1.5 Hz and after a minimum at 1.5 - 2.5 Hz, it rises as
the frequency range increases.

4.3.2 Phase II analysis

From the phase I study, the driver sensitivity seems to decline for yaw motion with the increase
in frequency. Moreover, the losses in the output from the simulator tend to increase significantly
with the increase in frequency due to limitations of the system. As a result, the frequency
range of interest in phase II is limited at the upper end to 4 Hz.

Driver response to various disturbance amplitudes and frequency ranges
The analysis in this section is strictly based on the drivers’ responses to disturbance amplitudes
and frequency ranges. The influence of road noise, vehicle reactions to the drivers’ actions,
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drivers’ steering intensity and the vehicle response to disturbances affect the subjective judge-
ments of drivers. The vehicle response to a given input disturbance and how it was felt in the
cockpit is not linear over frequencies and amplitudes. As a result, depending on the vehicle
models, some can be more sensitive compared to others for the same disturbance.

Drivers’ responses to yaw disturbance input over selected amplitude and frequency ranges are
shown in Figure 4.5a. The main observations are:

• The test drivers have a broader frequency span of ability to identify disturbances and
lower tolerance towards disturbance amplitude compared to common drivers.

• Transition from 1 (‘felt’) to 2 (‘felt the potential towards instability’) is seen for test
drivers between the frequency range of 0.25 and 2 Hz with an increase in amplitude.

• Transition from 0 (‘did not feel’) to 1 (‘felt’) is seen for common drivers throughout the
frequency range with an increase in amplitude.

• The number of drivers that could observe the yaw disturbances at frequency range 2 to 4
Hz is considerably low for both test and common drivers.

Drivers’ responses to roll disturbance input over selected amplitude and frequency ranges are
shown in Figure 4.5b. The main observations are:

• Only transition from 0 (‘did not feel’) to 1 (‘felt’) is seen for both types of drivers, which
increases with higher amplitude and higher frequency range.

• Fischer’s exact test indicates that the test drivers are only significantly more sensitive to
disturbances in the frequency range 0.25 to 0.5 Hz when compared to common drivers,
with a p-value of 0.023.

The plot in Figure 4.5 does not include the repeated signals, so the number of sample points
at each frequency range and amplitude is 13 for common drivers and 10 for test drivers.

Driver response depending on measured variables
In this section, the selected objective variables from those measured in the cockpit are peak-to-
peak values of steering torque τsw, steering rate δ̇sw, yaw velocity ωz and roll velocity ωx. Swarm
plotting is used to provide a better understanding of the relationship between quantitative
measurements and subjective judgement patterns of the drivers.

Response to yaw moment input

Figure 4.6 shows peak-to-peak yaw velocity, ωz,p2p, and driver responses of the vehicle over the
investigated frequency ranges and amplitudes of yaw moment disturbance input. Similar to the
observation from Phase I, the peak-to-peak yaw velocity, ωz,p2p, transition line between ’felt’
and ’did not feel’ is clustered around 0.5 deg/s at lower frequency range for common drivers.
The ωz,p2p response for the same amplitude disturbance increases with increased frequency up
to 1− 2 Hz but is then damped significantly by the chassis at 2− 4 Hz.

Figure 4.6 shows that a selected disturbance with a given amplitude results in a distribution
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(a) Yaw disturbance input.

(b) Roll disturbance input.

Figure 4.5: Stacked fraction of Phase II driver responses for yaw and roll moment disturbance input
at different amplitudes and frequency ranges.
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Figure 4.6: Swarm plot of frequency range vs. peak-to-peak yaw velocity ωz,p2p vs. driver response
for different driver type and yaw moment disturbance amplitudes.
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in amplitude for ωz,p2p. Hence, because of road noise, driver input and vehicle dynamics, the
condition under which every sample are taken is unique. There is an overlap in the measured
amplitudes of yaw velocity between different amplitudes of disturbance. This can help explain
why there are different responses given to the same input. No explanation relating to the
difference in driver response can be deduced when considering only peak-to-peak or standard
deviation of yaw velocity, ωz. Since there is a distribution of measured amplitudes from the
IMU, rather than distinct points, doing a regression is a suitable method.

Response to roll moment input

Input of the vertical road indentations on each suspension masks the induced roll distur-
bances. According to a study by Nguyen et al. [26], this is one reason for the poor ability to
differentiate between roll disturbance and road disturbances. In this test, road indentations
are fed to the centre of gravity of the vehicle. In this way, road noise cannot mask the roll
disturbance response, making it more likely for the drivers to notice the roll disturbances.
However, the results suggest that drivers are still much less likely to observe the roll disturbance
than yaw disturbance, which is in line with Huemer et al [24] and Nguyen et al. [26].

The peak-to-peak roll velocity, ωx,p2p, is about 0.35 deg/s at the lowest frequency range, 0.25−0.5
Hz, regardless of driver type and amplitude as shown in Figure 4.7. At higher frequencies the
ωx response increases and amplitudes get higher in response to higher disturbance amplitude.
The influence of damping of roll moment input by the vehicle dynamics plays a significant role
in interpreting and reading the results. The vehicle is more sensitive in the 2 − 4 Hz range
which contains the eigenfrequency of the vehicle chassis. When comparing other frequency
ranges, same input amplitude results in higher measured ωx,p2p.

Steering characteristics to disturbance input

In the case of both yaw and roll disturbances, the steering intensities right before and during
the disturbances are not significantly different, regardless of the driver type. However, the
steering input is significantly lower for test drivers than for common drivers while driving on a
straight line. An example of the yaw disturbance steering characteristics is shown in Table 4.1.

The steering feedback and vehicle dynamics are coupled, which will be shown using logistic
regression in Section 4.3.3. For the common drivers, the higher inputs from steering might
create an anticipated vehicle behaviour, making them less sensitive to induced disturbances.
This could be one possible explanation for their lower ability to identify the induced external
disturbances, especially at low amplitudes.

4.3.3 Predictive model analysis

The model uses the standard deviations of the objective variables measured in the cockpit from
the beginning of the disturbance and 8 seconds onwards. The predictive model is developed
from both roll and yaw moment disturbance output. The relevant independent variables
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Figure 4.7: Swarm plot of driver response to roll moment disturbance input. Peak-to-peak roll
velocity ωx,p2p deg/s vs frequency diagrams.
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Table 4.1: Paired sample t-test used for analysing the influence of driver type and the presence of
induced yaw disturbance on τsw,p2p.

Common
drivers

Test
drivers

p-value

no. of observations 241 148
Before disturbance mean value 1.623 1.316

standard deviation 0.609 0.424 1.29 · 10−7

During disturbance mean value 1.692 1.377
standard deviation 0.581 0.373 7.81 · 10−9

p-value 0.20 0.19
Note:

Case 1 Null hypothesis: The steering behaviour doesn’t have association with the type of driver irrespective of
the presence of any yaw moment disturbance.
Result: p-values lower than 0.02 imply that there is significant difference in steering feedback between test drivers
and common drivers
Case 2 Null hypothesis: The steering behaviour during disturbance doesn’t have association with before and
during the yaw moment disturbance for both types of drivers.
Result: p-values higher than 0.02 imply that the test fails to reject null hypothesis.

(predictors) with significant influence, p-values < 0.001, are chosen. cDT is an independent
variable with values 1 and 2 assigned to represent common drivers and test drivers, respectively.
The resulting logit function z is:

z = β0 + β1 ωx,std + β2 ωz,std + β3 δsw,std + β4 cDT (4.3)

Table 4.2: Resulting properties of model parameters

values unit 95% confidence interval p-value
β0 -3.71 [-] -4.70 to -2.71 0.23 · 10−12

β1 9.86 [s/deg] 3.99 to 15.72 0.98 · 10−3

β2 58.26 [s/deg] 47.19 to 69.34 0.61 · 10−24

β3 -419.42 [1/deg] -508.88 to -329.96 0.39 · 10−19

β4 0.93 [-] 0.55 to 1.31 0.14 · 10−5

The black dotted line in Figure 4.8 represents the predicted probability for ‘at least felt’
outcome for a given z and properties of the model parameters are shown in Table 4.2. It has
71% accuracy with 60% accuracy to predict ‘at least felt’ and 81% accuracy to predict ‘did not
feel’. The statistical significance can be improved with more tests and resulting data.

To understand the influence of each independent variable (predictor) on predicting ‘at least
felt’, the chosen independent variable (predictor) is varied between two standard deviations
from its mean of standard deviation value and the remaining predictors are kept at their mean
standard deviation values from all observations. The outcome is compared between the test
and common drivers, shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Logistic regression plot over z. Histogram plot represents the count of ‘at least felt’ and
‘did not feel’.

Figure 4.9: Influence of one independent variable on prediction while remaining variables are kept
constant at their mean of standard deviation values from all observations.
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The results indicate that:

• The test drivers are more sensitive to disturbances than common drivers, which shows
up in the cDT constant, even after accounting for the increased sensitivity test drivers
have because they steer less.

• Roll velocity fluctuations, ωx,std are the least sensitive, provided δsw,std and ωz,std are
fixed.

• The model predicts the driver to be about 6 times more sensitive to yaw than roll
disturbances.
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5
Concluding remarks and future work

The findings so far provided insight into the relationship between subjective judgement and
objective quantities under external disturbances such as unsteady aerodynamics and its impact
on vehicle behavior on straight-line high-speed drive. The outcomes of this study can be used
to improve early phase development prediction of a more aerodynamically stable vehicle.

The on-road experiment was aimed at finding a co-relation between the subjective judgement
of drivability and measurable quantities such as steering responses, and linear and rotational
motions. Several aerodynamic configurations were used to excite varying forces and moments:
An inverted wing, an inverted wing with fin, and an anti-diffuser. They were paired as with and
without sidekicks. The paired comparisons showed that the presence of side-kicks improved
straight-line drivability compared to without for any given configuration pair. The vector
plots of mean and standard deviation pointed toward the origin when plotting pairs from
without sidekick to with sidekick. This implies that the vehicle response and steering effort
to aerodynamic disturbances were reduced with side-kicks, depicting the improved subjective
assessment of drivability. The study suggests that a smaller standard deviation of steering
angle, steering torque, yaw velocity, and lateral acceleration is related to a better subjective
assessment of drivability at high-speed straight-line driving. The Ride diagram helped to
differentiate the influence of transient and stationary behaviour. The accuracy of sensors was
a limitation resulting in the outcome being a qualitative analysis reinforced with the help of
statistical assessment. To quantify drivability in a robust way, more accurate sensors are needed
along with more configurations showing even worse drivability and instability conditions.

Driving simulators were used to obtain data for a regression model to predict which disturbances
drivers can feel in relation to given objective quantities. The model quantifies the difference in
sensitivity between driver types and the difference in sensitivity to yaw and roll disturbances.
The model can also be used to identify which signals can be ignored when searching for prob-
lematic disturbances. The study supports that drivers are more sensitive to yaw disturbances
than roll. Professional drivers were more sensitive to yaw moment disturbances at all tested
frequency ranges. Unlike test drivers, common drivers were less sensitive to the lowest frequency
ranges. The impact of steering input affects the sensitivity to externally induced disturbances.
Professional test drivers steered less than common drivers. This partially explains the higher
sensitivity of test drivers.

The results obtained from the on-road and driver simulator tests provide a reference for
assessing and investigating flow behaviors that could result in disturbances in the form of
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vehicle instabilities or nervousness for the driver. Moreover, the results can be used for
analyzing data from wind tunnel and on-road tests to identify potentially problematic unstable
aerodynamic behavior.

Future work
The configuration setup found in the on-road study, Chapter 3 (Paper A), and the related
aerodynamic flow nature will not be found in a production design. A more realistic test vehicle
profile with instabilities on road will be proposed along with few configurations designed
and ready for testing. Sensors set-up similar to the ones used in the on-road study will be
installed to record the vehicle behavior. A clinical test will be conducted in order to understand
and develop a regression predictive model with more realistic environmental influences. The
resutling model will be compared with the model derived in Paper B.

The study in Chapter 4 (Paper B) showed the influence of steering on the sensitivity of the
drivers. In the case of both yaw and roll disturbances, the steering intensities right before and
during the disturbances were not significantly different, regardless of the driver type. However,
increased steering intensity was related to a decrease in sensitivity to induced disturbances.
Hence, predicting output to any given disturbance input isn’t straight forward because the
involvement of driver interaction created uncertainty when predicting output. As a result,
an in-depth study relating the drivers’ responses with the uncertain movement of the vehicle
will be undertaken. Driving simulator tests that includes both yaw moment, side forces and
combinations of the two as well as a wider range of amplitudes compared to the test done in
this paper would be of interest.
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6
Summary of papers

6.1 Paper A
Analysis of Subjective Qualitative Judgement of Passenger Vehicle High Speed Drivability due
to Aerodynamics

This paper focused on building a relation between the vehicle motion and subjective per-
ception of high-speed straight-line drivability. The test was performed on a front-load biased
compact sedan at the Volvo Cars Hällered Proving Ground. Different aerodynamic devices were
used for generating higher lift and asymmetric aerodynamic forces resulting in substandard
straight-line drivability on-road. The resulting poor drivability of the test vehicle with the
aerodynamic devices was improved with the help of side-kicks. The paper investigated the
trend of drivability of configurations with and without side-kicks in relation to vector plots of
mean and standard deviation. The ride diagram was used to separate the presence of transient
behaviour and study its impact on subjective judgement. The qualitative assessment of the
resulting trends agrees well with the subjective judgement of the driver.

6.2 Paper B
Prediction of Driver’s Subjective Perception and Vehicle Reaction under Aerodynamic Excita-
tions

This paper further investigates the subjective perception and responses of drivers to aerody-
namic excitations in high-speed straight-line driving condition. Clinical tests involving both
common and experienced test drivers were conducted using driving simulators at Volvo Cars
and VTI. The results provided an insight towards the disturbance frequencies and amplitudes of
interest. The paper presents a model from the test data that can predict the drivers’ subjective
perception after experiencing induced aerodynamic excitations. The drivers were more sensitive
to yaw disturbances than roll disturbances. The impact of drivers’ steering actions on their
subjective perceptions towards these disturbances is also shown in this paper.
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Abstract: The flow created by the shape of a vehicle and by environmental conditions, such as
cross-winds, will influence the dynamics of a vehicle. The objective of this paper is to correlate the
driver’s subjective judgement of drivability with quantities which are measurable during a vehicle
test. For this purpose, a sedan vehicle, fitted with different aerodynamic external devices that create
disturbances in the flow field, were assessed on a test track. These configurations intend to result in
substandard straight line drivability. The aerodynamic devices investigated are an inverted wing, an
inverted wing with an asymmetric flat plate and an asymmetric air curtain attached under the bumper.
The devices generate more lift and asymmetric forces resulting in increased vehicle sensitivity to
external disturbances. Pairs of configurations with and without bumper side-kicks are also tested. The
side-kicks create a defined flow separation which helps to stabilize the flow and increase drivability.
Plots of mean and standard deviation and ride diagram of lateral acceleration, yaw velocity, steering
angle and steering torque are used to understand vehicle behaviour for the different configurations.
Ride diagrams are used to visualize vehicle excitations with transient events separated from the
stationary signal. The range of the measured quantities for understanding the drivability is not
predicted in advance and it turns out that the error margins of the measurements are smaller than the
measurement uncertainty of the Inertia Measurement Unit. Although the outcome lacks the ability to
objectively quantify subjective judgements, it provides a useful qualitative assessment of the problem
as the trends agree well with the subjective judgement of the driver.

Keywords: drivability; ride diagram; drive quality; aerodynamics; vehicle; high speed; stability

1. Introduction

Subjective evaluation of a vehicle by test drivers is an important part of the final assessment of
vehicle performance. In most cases, these evaluations are done on test tracks or under real world
conditions like on the Autobahn. The feedback from drivers is the input for the fine tuning of vehicle
dynamics [1,2]. The impact of aerodynamics also contributes to the ratings from the test drivers on
ride quality and directional stability [3]. Most of the research available that is related to aerodynamics
and its influence on vehicle dynamics is on the impact of cross-wind/gusts stability and vehicle
response [4–9]. In these examples, the field of straight line drivability without external influences such
as cross-winds/gusts are not considered. A vehicle showing low standard in straight line drivability at
high speed is seldom unstable in a strict mathematical way, rather it is uncomfortable or ’nervous’ to
drive. According to Proton et al. [10], drivability is defined as the smoothness of vehicle operation
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under all driving conditions. It determines the vehicle’s ability to behave according to customers
requirements. In this case, poor straight line drivability rating at high speed by the test driver can
be due to poor lane keeping ability, feel of disturbance in the form of lateral acceleration or yaw
acceleration or need of subtle but frequent, steering input from the driver.

Research relating objective measurements to subjective judgements is found in few papers.
Klause et al. [11] studied objective evaluation of subjective judgement on secondary ride comfort; i.e,
vibrations > 4 Hz and handling. Ten cars of different categories such a sports and luxury cars were
studied. Hence, the results of handling characteristics were scattered. The results could only point out the
potential of either handling or steering improvement for a given car. Their methodology did not explain
on how to commonly formulate the objective rating factor for any vehicle. Chandrasekaran et al. [12]
focused on comparing objective and subjective drivability on a compact SUV. They used neural networks
with the help of the AVL drive software to determine objective drivability ratings. This software aids
in measuring physical quantities such as vehicle speeds and accelerations via sensors and interfaces.
The driving conditions are recognized with fuzzy logic. The investigation at constant speed was one
among ten maneuvers of the driving cycle. The driving environment for constant speed maneuver such
as, whether it is a straight road, existence of external disturbances such as road unevenness was not
explained. Moreover, it is difficult to give formula or interpret relationships resulting from a neural
network between physical quantity to the objective drivability.

Strandemar et al. [13,14], used ISO 2631 to show that transient disturbances play important role in
subjective evaluation. They pointed out that the basic evaluation tool used in ISO 2631 is the Weighted
acceleration RMS value which decreases the contribution of transient nature. ISO 2631, Evaluation of
Human Exposure to Whole-body Exposure [11] is commonly used for determining the ride quality
of a vehicle under a condition consisting of a consistent disturbance pattern such as road roughness.
It agrees with subjective rating provided the vibrations are stationary in nature. An alternative method
called the ride diagram, introduced by Strandemar et al. [15] was used to visualize vehicle excitations
with transient events separated from the stationary signal. A signal is characterized as a stationary
signal when, at any two time instance, any signal value is equally probable of happening with respect
to any other signal value irrespective of the distance between these signal values. On the other-hand,
a transient signal show presence of sudden jumps in an otherwise stationary signal. Their investigation
was on vertical ride comfort and no further research on remaining variables such as lateral acceleration,
pitch or yaw rate was carried out. Also the subjective tests were done on different test drivers using a
motion simulator behaving as a real truck under different suspension characteristics. Tests on a real
on-road test will tend to have more uncertainties than a controlled environment such as a simulator.

For this study, a sedan vehicle is considered with on-road tests done on a test track with two
straight sections, each long enough to capture the influence of the aerodynamic devices added to the
model. The flow around the vehicle is altered to create asymmetric flow patterns intended to result in
undesired aerodynamic forces and moments on the vehicle. The purpose of these aerodynamic devices
is to develop substandard driving quality at high speeds during straight line drive. Three configurations
are considered in this study; an inverted wing, an inverted wing with an asymmetric flat plate and
an asymmetric air curtain attached to the diffuser. All the three configurations have the primary
intention to increase the lift of the vehicle. These configurations are paired with and without side-kicks.
The side-kicks are additional aerodynamic devices used to create a defined flow separation line
in the rear side of the vehicle intending to stabilize the rear wake. Comparison of the subjective
judgement from a trained test driver are done between the pair of configurations. Combining any
of the other aerodynamic devices with side-kicks results in an improved drivability. Various sensors
are used to record the vehicle behaviour. This study aims to find a relationship between these
measurements and subjective judgements. Objective measures would be very useful to support virtual
verification/evaluation on earlier stages of vehicle development.
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2. Experimental Set-Up

In this study, the test object is a mid-size sedan, shown in Figure 1. The car is front wheel
driven giving a more forward load distribution than the four wheel driven version. This enhances
the sensitivity in the rear due to lower traction on the rear tires. The instrumentation used,
the configurations studied and the test track and test procedure will be discussed next.

Figure 1. Test Vehicle.

2.1. Instrumentation

In order to capture the vehicle behaviour, different variables are recorded with the help of sensors.
As shown in Figure 2, the added sensors are as listed below:

• Steering Wheel clip-on sensor (SW): This sensor measures the steering angle and the steering
torque. The steering effort sensor, part of the device, is fastened on the steering wheel like
an auxiliary steering wheel. the other part is attached to the windshield with the help of vacuum
and is used to get the angular position. A belt drives the angular position sensor which is
connected to the steering effort sensor. Analog outputs are produced from the two sensors using
an analog converter [16]. The effort sensor has an uncertainty of±0.01 deg. However, the reference
positioning of the angular position sensor is not accurate and therefore neither are absolute values.
SW is apt for comparing the change in steering behaviour between different conditions.

• Aeroprobe and pressure sensors (AP): The head wind condition plays an important role in the
aerodynamics of the vehicle as a result it is important to track the head wind angles during the
test. The aeroprobes have 7 ports at the tip measuring the respective pressures. These pressure
values can later be used to calculate the slip angle, roll angle and angle of attack of the head
wind. They have a range of ±70 deg and an accuracy of ±1 deg. The aeroprobe is placed over
the roof of the test object at a vertical height of 360 mm from the roof, in line with Reference
[17]. In the XY plane, it is placed in the intersection of the lines bisecting the wheelbase and track
width. The disturbances created by cylindrical aeroprobe holder in the form of vortex shedding
are minimized by using helical strakes. The pressure sensors are placed inside a small box on the
roof in between the aeroprobe holder and the antenna with minimal interference to the flow.

• Ride height sensors (RH1, RH2, RH3, RH4): Attaching aerodynamic devices results in change of
ride height of the test vehicle. There are four sensors attached to the test object. One placed inside
the front bumper, another inside the rear bumper making the it flush with the exterior surface and
remaining two sensors are placed to the sides at the middle of the wheel base. They are attached
to the stiff body structure to minimize the influence of dynamic flexing of the body. Measurement
of uncertainty for the sensor is ±0.6 mm.

• Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU): It is also placed in the center of gravity of the vehicle except for
the z coordinate (due to structural hindrances). However the IMU can translate the readings of
any reference point one inputs, irrespective of the position of IMU itself. Although the measuring
acceleration closest to driver gives the best correlation between objective and subjective measure,
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from previous studies the acceleration measurements vary a lot between test runs and test
drivers as a result the repeatability is quite low [11]. In addition, the region of interest is the
quality of vehicle drivability which is associated with rigid body and chassis dynamics; that is,
frequency <4 Hz. This falls in to the primary ride comfort category. The IMU is positioned,
as suggested by ISO 2631 [18], to the vehicle structure in the interest for chassis vibrations and
behaviour. GPS is integrated to this system with the positioning of antennas as recommended by
DEWESoft [19].

• Draw-wire displacement sensors (FL, FR, RL, RR): The displacement of suspensions shows
aerodynamic and road influence on the vehicle. Four sensors are co-aligned with the spring
of each wheel, each able to measure a displacement of ±120 mm with an uncertainty below
±0.3 mm.

• CAN signal: Signals from the vehicle’s built-in sensors are also recorded. The steering wheel
angle data considered in this research during post-processing and plots is recorded from the CAN
bus. The accuracy of these sensors are ±0.1 deg.

• Dewesoft Module: All the sensors are conected to the data acqusation system called Sirius
Dewesoft. Dewesoft X software is used for data acquisition and some post processing.

Figure 2. Test Vehicle Instrument Setup.

2.2. Aerodynamic Configurations

As mentioned, the tests involved creating intentional substandard drivability in order to observe
the driver’s response. One way to reduce the straight line driving standards is to reduce the traction
between tires and road surface. With less traction between road and tires, the test object becomes
more sensitive to undesired forces or moments. Paper by Jeff Howell et al. [20] provides a better
understanding on relation between lift over lateral aerodynamic characteristics for passenger cars,
providing motivation towards modifying the rear of the vehicle. The chosen aerodynamic devices
increase lift forces of the test object to favour this need. Referring to Human Perception Theory by
Heeger [21], stimulus of different intensities are created with different aerodynamic devices and their
combinations and the test driver is asked to respond if he senses it or not. This subjectively establishes
sensory absolute thresholds of the test driver. The absolute threshold is the minimum intensity required
to be detected by the test driver. After test driving different combinations of a number of aerodynamic
devices, three paired configurations are selected for this study. The chosen aerodynamic devices for
these configurations are:
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• Inverted Wing [w]: The wing is attached inverted, like on an aircraft, to the boot-lid of the vehicle,
as shown in Figure 3a, in such a way that it generates more lift in the rear. The angle of attack
of the wing is 22.5◦. Several test runs are done with tufts on the wing to adjust to the maximum
possible angle of attack before stall. The behaviour of the tufts is viewed using cameras attached
to the winglet.

• Wing with fin [w-f]: The second device is a fin is placed 90◦ to the flow upstream on the left side
of the inverted wing, as shown Figure 3b. With the addition of a fin on only one side, the wing is
expected to experience asymmetric force and moment.

• Anti-diffuser [a]: Figure 3c shows the anti diffuser, which is an asymmetric air curtain placed
under the rear bumper. It is positioned to guide the flow downwards and partially restrict the
flow along the diffuser region. The resulting asymmetric downwash is expected to affect the
vehicle base wake behaviour thus creating non-uniform and periodic forces and moments on
the vehicle. This device is termed anti-diffuser as it acts opposite in functionality to a diffuser.
The device is suppose to promote a downwash resulting in rear lift.

• Side-kicks [s]: Side-kicks are additional aerodynamic devices shaped as separation edges on
both sides of the rear bumper, as shown in Figure 3d. They also have a slight spike to create an
outwash while separating the flow at the defined locations. The objective of the side-kicks is to
repair the negative effects induced by the three configurations, i.e, wing [w], wing with fin [w-f]
and anti-diffuser [a].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Aerodynamic Devices: (a) Inverted Wing [w]. (b) Inverted Wing with Fin [w-f]. (c) Anti-
diffuser [a]. (d) Side-kicks [s].
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2.3. Test Track and Test Procedure

The tests are performed at the Volvo Cars Hällered Proving Ground. The test track used for this
study is an oval track with two straight lines of 1.1 km, as sketched in Figure 4. Only measurements
along the two straight lines are considered.

Figure 4. Test Track at Volvo Cars Hällered Proving Ground.

The test begins with the test object at the reference location where the sensors are tared. By doing
so, the measured values are the difference from the reference position. The test object is first run
at high speed to heat the tires to a temperature that remains consistent during high speed drives.
The tire pressure is periodically monitored during the tests to ensure its consistency and safety After
that it is set to desired configuration and parked at the reference position where a tare is performed.
The test object is then driven around the track and the driver is assigned to keep the test object in
a straight line. As soon as it passes the first straight line L1, provided the speed is the intended speed
and consistent, the Dewesoft Module starts data acquisition. The recording of the data is triggered
using coordinates at the beginning of L1 and stops after three full laps. As soon as the recording is
complete the test object returns to the reference location for setting up the next configuration and the
sensors are tared. This process is repeated for all planned configurations. Throughout the test, the test
driver is unaware of the configurations and what to expect from them especially while attaching and
detaching the side-kicks, hence providing an unbiased judgement. The tests are done for four different
speeds: 140, 200, 230 and 250 km/h. Differences in vehicle behaviour are only observed at speeds of
230 and 250 km/h. Hence, these two speeds are considered in the analysis. Six readings are considered
for each speed, three for straight line L1 and three for straight line L2 for speeds 230 and 250 km/h.
These speeds are measured using GPS with an accuracy of ±0.01 m/s. The speed is kept constant
using cruise control which an accuracy of ±5 km/h at 230 and 250 km/h. The average wind speed and
direction are received from the traffic control over each test run. The test is done only when the wind
speed is below 2 m/s thus minimizing the head angle. During trial runs the subjective judgements are
done by three test drivers for all three configurations pairs. In addition, the first author is always
present in the passenger seat in all the tests. The tests with recorded data which are presented in the
paper are only for one driver. The drivers are not explained about the influences or the set-ups of the
aerodynamic devices attached on the test vehicle. As a result, this can be considered as a blind test.
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3. Drivability Analysis Methods

To understand vehicle response to an excitation, such as steering angle, the transfer function
from steering angle to lateral acceleration or yaw velocity is commonly used. All aerodynamic
excitations and responses are small in this test, so transfer function becomes sensitive to sensor errors.
The investigated transfer functions do not show that the response is dependent on the input. The input
and output coherence between the signals in the test data is fluctuating over each frequency and is
weak on average over the desired frequency spectrum, So, no credible transfer functions can be found
from the kind of tests done.

In an attempt to relate the subjective feel of the test driver to measurable quantities, a few basic
variables are considered: lateral acceleration ay, yaw velocity ω̇z, steering angle δsw and steering
torque τsw. Roll and heave rates also contribute to subjective judgment especially in cases such as
cross-wind and high speed lane change maneuvers. In this study, straight line drive, their influence is
negligible hence they are not further discussed. While ay and ω̇z are feed-backs of vehicle response
to aerodynamic disturbances, δsw and τsw can be either the vehicle response or the driver’s response
or combination of both to aerodynamic disturbances. The data received from the test consists of
three laps and four speeds as mentioned in Section 2. Only the two straight lines, named L1 and L2,
are considered in the analysis.

3.1. Mean Value Vector Plots Method

Six mean values are considered for each speed, three for L1 and three for L2 for speeds 230 and
250 km/h. The mean is calculated for a quantity x separately for each speed according to the equation:

x̄ =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

xi (1)

where N is the number of samples. Vector lines connecting the values of the desired quantities of the
configurations without side-kicks to the corresponding configurations with side-kicks are referred as
vector plots.

Here, plotting mean values of δsw against τsw and connecting configurations without side-kicks to
the corresponding configurations with side-kicks give respective vector plots. These vector plots show
the trend of vehicle handling for each configuration pair.

3.2. Standard Deviation Vector Plots Method

The number of independent samples, m, of each signal is found using auto-correlation
function [22]. This function calculates the correlation between xi and xi+k, where lag k = 1, 2, 3, ...K.
According to Box et al. [23] the auto-correlation for k is

rk =
ck
c0

(2)

where, c0 is the sample variance of the time series.

ck =
1
T

T−k

∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(xi+k − x̄). (3)

where T is the effective sample. The variance of the signals are:

σ2
x =

1
N

N

∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (4)
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The mean uncertainty with a coverage factor of 2, which corresponds to a coverage probability of
approximately 95%, is:

∆x̄ = 2
1√
m

σx (5)

3.3. Ride Diagram Method

The mean and variance show an average vehicle response to different configurations but lacks
the ability when it comes to understanding the presence of transient behavior. The ride diagram uses
a filter to separate the transient behaviour from the remaining signal. The method for ride diagram is
done in three steps, defined by Strandemar et al. [24]. The signal is divided into segments at the sign
changes of the signal derivatives as shown in Equation (6).

nodes =

{
n x(n− 1) > x(n) < x(n + 1)

or x(n− 1) < x(n) > x(n + 1)
(6)

Thus the kth segment will be expressed as:

yk = {x(n)}n=nk+1
n=nk (7)

where k = 1, 2, ..., Nk and Nk is total number of peaks. The peak-to-peak value of kth segment is:

ptp(k) = |max(yk)−min(yk)| (8)

The segments can now be categorized as transient or stationary according to:

yk
trans =





{x(n)}n=nk+1
n=nk ptp(k) > Tlimit & ptp(k− 1) 6 Tlimit

{x(n)}n=nk+1
n=nk+1 ptp(k) > Tlimit & ptp(k− 1) > Tlimit

0 otherwise

(9)

where ptp(0) = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., Nk − 1 and Nk − 1 is the number of segments. Figure 5a shows an
example of a random signal. As referred in Strandemar et al. [24], Tlimit = 2

√
2 rms(x) is the limit of

transients also know as the signals energy equivalent amplitude. The Mean Squared Values (MS) of
transient and stationary (remaining) signals are related as shown in Equation (10).

MStransient =
1
N

Nk−1

∑
k

∑
n
|yk

trans|2 (10)

MSstationary =
1
N

N

∑
1

x(t)2 −MStransient (11)

For a given situation Figure 5b shows a general idea of reading the ride diagram with respect to
drivability standards.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Differentiation of Stationary-Transient Signal [24]: (a) A signal divided into segments, where
Peak-to-Peak distance is marked and the dotted line segments are sorted as transient. (b) Simple
representation of how to read the ride diagrams. Left side represents Mean Squared Value (MS) of
transient part and right side represents Mean Squared Value (MS) of stationary part.

4. Discussion and Results

Three configurations that give subjective substandard drivability are selected. Side-kicks are then
added to improve drivability. The subjective rating of the tests are shown in chart Figure 6.

The different configurations gives the following behaviours:

• The inverted wing gives low frequency sway, believe to be excited from the rear end of the
test object.

• The inverted wing with fin shows similar behaviour as just the inverted wing but in addition
there is a slight leftward yaw.

• The anti-diffuser shows a more high frequency yaw behavior compared to the other
configurations.

The use of side-kicks improves drive quality and notably dampens the above mentioned
behaviours of the respective configurations.
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Figure 6. Subjective Judgement.

4.1. Limitations

In this work the significance of subjective judgement is based on statistics. Higher the number of
test drivers and test runs, the better the significance of the judgement. However, time taken for testing
all these configurations by each driver along with the desired weather conditions are some limitations
to be considered. In this test three test drivers are used for subjective evaluation during trial runs and
the recorded data presented is of only one test driver. This collection of subjective evaluation along
with six runs each should be statistically significant.

Despite major changes to the test object with the intention to increase the lift, the subjective
feel for disturbances is still subtle. No alarming instability issue could be sensed by the test drivers
which was the prior intention. The relative effect; i.e, comparison with all configurations against each
other, was difficult due to time constrains. In addition, when the behaviour is subtle, it is difficult
to keep subjective judgement in mind of all configuration tests and rate them against each other.
Mind saturation and exhaustion plays a significant role in subjective rating. Since the feel is subtle,
the energy and concentration required for the evaluation is significant.

The presence of uncertainty for some measurements is also a challenge which is solved using
statistical support as later discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2. Analysis

The data received from the test sensors are filtered with low pass filter with a 20 Hz cutoff
frequency and the feedback from the test drivers is expected to be due to effects below 2 Hz. This falls
in the primary ride quality which is related to vehicle chassis behaviour, as mention in Section 3.

Wire displacement sensors are used to determine the lift forces of all the configurations which are
compared with the reference test object, that is, the test object without any configurations. The RMS
of the change in lift forces on each wheel for each configuration compared to the reference test object
is shown in Figure 7. It is interesting to observe that the configuration with anti-diffuser (a and a-s)
creates less lift distribution on rear right wheel compared to the reference. The rear right suspension
receives a lower lift force where the anti-diffuser is not restricting the flow along the diffuser and the
rear left has higher lift where the anti-diffuser restricts the flow along the diffuser. The configurations
with anti-diffuser provide the lowest lift forces of all the configurations independent of speed. For the
wing (w and w-s) and wing with fin (w-f and w-f-s) configurations, the increase in speed from 230
to 250 km/h results in higher rear lift. As a result the load is being redistributed more to the front
of the test object. This causes the front suspension to compress and the test object to pitch down.
When comparing the configuration pairs in Figure 7, it is hard to make any conclusive statement on
the side-kicks’ contribution to lift. The asymmetric suspension expansion between rear left and right is
also notable in this bar graph. This could be due to a difference in unsprung weight.
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Figure 7. RMS of relative suspension displacement for different configurations and speeds.

4.2.1. Comparison Using Mean Values

Figure 8 depicts the effect on mean steering behaviour of the test object with vector plot of steering
angle δsw in x axis and steering torque τsw in y axis. Since the car follows a straight line, the mean
values of lateral acceleration ay and yaw velocity ω̇z are close to zero as the lateral displacement an
rotation of the test object from start to end of a straight line are negligible. In the case of δsw and
τsw, the mean value depicts the excess averaged steering input required by the driver in response to
exterior disturbances while keeping the test object following the straight line. It is intuitive to interpret
that low ay and ω̇z together with lower need for δsw and τsw response shows the characteristics of
good drivability. This characteristics is shown by arrow pointing towards the origin. Figure 8 shows
the improvement in drivability for configurations with side-kicks as they require lower δsw and τsw

compared to ones without side-kicks. Although the subjective judgement of the configuration with
anti-diffuser (red arrows) suggests an improvement in drivability due to side-kicks, the results are not
as clear as for the other configurations (wing and wing with fin). The vector plots suggests that unlike
the other configurations the driver requires similar mean steering response within the pair. Except for
the configuration pair with anti-diffuser, the steering characteristics have marked their importance
when it comes to high speed straight line drive subjective judgement.

Figure 8. Mean vector plot steering torque τsw vs steering angle δsw of each straight line L1 & L2 for
the different configurations and speeds.

4.2.2. Comparison Using Standard Deviations

The standard deviation comparison is of major interest as it shows unsteady behaviours of
a vehicle. The vector plots in Figure 9 show the change in standard deviation for all configurations
with and without side-kicks. The configuration pair with anti-diffuser (a to a-s) shows a notable
behaviour change between with and without side-kicks, unlike in the mean vector plots. This suggests
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that side-kicks dampen the unsteady vehicle behaviour resulting in better driving on a straight line.
Similar behaviour is seen in the configurations with wing and wing with fin. It is interesting to
note that in Figure 9 the configuration with anti-diffuser at 250 km/h have only steering torque τsw

improvement with side-kicks at straight line L1. Similarly, the wing with fin configuration (w-f to
w-f-s) has no influences with respect to vehicle response, i.e, lateral acceleration ay and yaw velocity ω̇z

at 250 km/h. However, in general the vector plot pattern of configurations without side-kicks to with
side-kicks is towards the origin of the graph, showing a reduction in magnitude of all the variables
investigated. This is inline with the subjective judgement of an improved drivability.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 9. Standard deviation vector plots of each straight line L1 & L2 for the different configurations
and speeds: (a) Steering torque τsw vs steering angle δsw. (b) Lateral acceleration ay vs yaw velocity
ω̇z. (c) Lateral acceleration ay vs steering angle δsw. (d) Lateral acceleration ay vs steering torque τsw.
(e) Yaw velocity ω̇z vs steering angle δsw. (f) Yaw velocity ω̇z vs steering torque τsw. Legend same as
Figure 8.
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4.2.3. Comparison Using Ride Diagram

Figure 10 shows ride diagrams of all configurations using all four variables considered. The graph
plots the MS values of the transient part of the signal to the left and the MS values of remaining
(stationary) signals to the right. Unfilled markers represent respective configurations without
side-kicks and filled markers represent configurations with side-kicks. The sum of MS values of
transient and stationary gives the total MS value of the signal. Figure 10a,b show that the contribution
of transient nature is larger in the configuration with anti-diffuser compared to other configurations.
The steering characteristics, as seen in Figure 10c,d show a larger contribution on the stationary side,
especially for wing and wing with fin configurations and the transient contribution is negligible in
comparison. This shows the inability to respond to unknown transient behaviours. This is clearer
while comparing the steering characteristic, τsw, of all the configurations in Figure 10d where the
wing and wing with fin configurations have significant τsw difference between with side-kicks
and without side-kicks. Figure 10 showing the simple representation of how the ride diagram is
looked into, portraits that the further the MS value is from the origin on the x axis, the lower the
standard of drivabilty. The ride diagrams interpreted this way agree with subjective judgement of
all configurations.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. Ride diagram of all configurations and selected speeds: (a) Lateral acceleration ay. (b) Yaw
velocity ω̇z. (c) Steering angle δsw. (d) Steering torque τsw.
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This method has some practical issues when the signals have small spikes in them. These spikes
can be located in between an otherwise high peak-to-peak value as shown in Figure 11, as from time
26 to 27 s. As a result while separating the signals with the Tlimit criterion, it only checks for the exact
peak-to-peak values between these spike as set by the filtering mechanism. So the possibility is high
for a peak-to-peak value, which would otherwise be eligible for being filtered as a transient segment,
to not be filtered because of spikes. This can be reduced by downsampling the signals but this does
not completely eliminate the problem. The method was originaly used by Strandemar et al. [24] for
relatively simple signals for testing in a driving simulator. Hence it needs further development for
more realistic signals.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Comparison of the ability to separate transient segments in different sample rates: (a) Lateral
acceleration ay vs time with a sample rate of 100 Hz. (b) Lateral acceleration ay vs time after
downsampling to 10 Hz.

4.3. Statistical Analysis

It has been shown that the use of mean and variance vector plots and Ride diagram matches the
driver’s subjective judgment on drive quality. But the measurements fall in the error region of for
accelerometers and gyroscope. This brings the certainity of observations from the above plots to a grey area
especially for lateral acceleration ay and yaw velocity ω̇z. This eliminates the possibility of a quantitative
analysis. Due to the consistent vector patterns, usually pointing towards the origin, a statistical analysis
can support the qualitative evaluation. Cumulative Binomial distribution is used to assess the probability
of random creation of such a pattern. The probability of atleast x successes in n trials:

p(> x) = 1−
x

∑
i=0

(
n
i

)
Pi(1− P)n−i (12)

In this case the null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the configurations, depending
on if they have side-kicks or not and that gives the assumption P = 0.5. The number of trials n is
twelve. With these values taken into account the binomial distribution of the success of each of the
four variables at n trials are calculated as shown in Table 1. This shows that the probability for the
random vector plots to show similar pattern as that of the results is quite low. In comparison to all the
variables considered the probability of such a case in ω̇z is the highest with px = 12% which is low but
still notable. The null hypothesis can be rejected for ay, δsw and τsw.
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Table 1. Cumulative Binomial distribution of random success of all variables.

Variable x Probability of Atleast x Success for n Trials

ay 9 0.054
ω̇z 8 0.12
δsw 11 0.003
τsw 11 0.003

5. Conclusions

The objective of this test is to correlate the driver’s subjective judgement of drivability with
measurable quantities. In this study several aerodynamic configurations are used to create undesired
forces and moments: Inverted wing, inverted wing with fin and anti-diffuser. These configurations are
tested in pairs with and without side-kicks. The test driver is asked for a subjective evaluation of the
test object at high speed straight line driving with these configurations. The main conclusions of this
test are the following:

• The configurations with side-kicks show an improvement in straight line drivability compared
to the respective ones without side-kicks and it is believed that the reason for this is because of
a better defined flow separation with sidekicks. The analysis models presented in this study show
a trend that agrees with the subjective judgement of the test driver.

• The vector plots of mean and standard deviation point toward the origin. This implies that the
vehicle response and steering efforts to aerodynamic disturbances are reduced with side-kicks,
depicting the improved subjective assessment of drivability.

• The study suggests that smaller standard deviation of steering angle, steering torque, yaw velocity
and lateral acceleration gives better subjective assessment of drivability at high speed
straight-line driving.

• The Ride diagrams show the contribution of transient nature, if any, in these configurations along
with the ability to differentiate the pairs on substandard drivability.

• The Ride diagram methodology needs to be further developed in order to capture real signals
having spikes which deceive the current filtering mechanism in considering potential transient
segments as non-transient.

• The limitation of the accuracy of the sensors used makes it a qualitative analysis with the help of
a statistical assessment. In order to quantify drivability in a robust way, more accurate sensors are
needed along with more configurations showing even worse drivability and instability conditions.

• Analysis of suspension displacements of all four wheels suggests that the side-kicks achieved
improved straight line drivability without notable lift changes within the pair.

• The side-kicks can be used as an aerodynamic device for subjective evaluation while comparing
different configurations. To accept side-kicks as a production solution, its influence on drag needs
to be investigated using computational fluid dynamic simulations or wind tunnel tests.
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ABSTRACT
How drivers react to a vehicle’s dynamic performance is important to auto
manufacturers. Test engineers and test drivers perform several on-road assessments
to evaluate the vehicle’s dynamic performance before sign-off for production. One
such test is a straight-line, high-speed stability test. The presence of external
disturbances such as aerodynamic forces and moments created by the flow of air
around the vehicle play a significant role in the overall vehicle assessment. As a
result, it is important to understand the relation between the subjective experience
of the drivers and these external disturbances acting on the vehicle. In this study, a
sequence of external disturbances from yaw and roll moments varying in amplitudes
and frequencies is added to a straight-line high-speed stability simulation test
in the Driving Simulator at the Swedish National Road and Transport Research
Institute. The object is to learn which quantities are of importance to measure
when studying vehicle stability. The tests are performed with both common and
professional test drivers, and their responses to these external disturbances are
recorded. The sampled data from these tests are used to generate a regression
model predicting the drivers’ subjective perception after experiencing induced
external disturbances. The outcome also shows a relationship between steering in-
put and driver’s sensitivity towards the external disturbances in a straight line drive.

KEYWORDS
Subjective Judgement; Stability; Driver vehicle-environment; Driving Simulator;
Human vehicle interaction; Drivability; Unsteady aerodynamics; Vehicle stability;
Prediction model; Chassis development; Driver perception

1. Introduction

Drivers have a bandwidth of sense where they subjectively can rate the vehicle behavior
between excellent and unacceptable under different driving scenarios. The impact of
external aerodynamic forces and moments on the vehicle during straight line driving
is one such scenario. In this scenario, the test engineers can rate the vehicle behavior
unacceptable for either of the following reasons; (i), the case of direct instability during
certain maneuvers, such as high speed lane changes or high speed braking, or due to
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external excitations such as impacts of wind gusts, vehicle heave or pitch due to road
indentation [1–6]; (ii), the inability of the vehicle to provide confidence to the driver,
such as lack of feel of road contact through steering or unpredictable subtle nervousness
induced on the vehicle due to similar excitations as previously discussed [7]. These
behaviors are prominent at high speeds as the aerodynamic forces increase with the
square of the velocity. In addition, some subtle nervous behavior might or might not
affect confidence but causes discomfort over a long driving period as studied by Kumar
et al. [7] and Brandt et al. [8]. The impact of complex flow structures on vehicle stability
is always challenging as it is not easy to answer how and why they cause instabilities.
Okada et al. [9,10] for example, found a coupling of rear lift fluctuations and A-pillar
vortex created straight line instabilities.

Several studies have assessed a driver’s reaction to external disturbances us-
ing driving simulators. Krantz et al. [11] investigated crosswind influence on vehicle
dynamics using a driving simulator. The unsteady aerodynamic coefficients relating
to crosswind behavior of two different vehicles from wind tunnel tests were added to
a single track model. The results of driving simulator tests were used to study and
compare the yaw and lateral response with that of on-road tests. The drivers were
asked to keep the vehicle in straight line. The crosswind investigated was a transient
profile with power spectral density peaking around 2 Hz. The study provided an in-
sight towards the application of a driving simulators in unsteady aerodynamics in
early development phase. A paper by Huemer et al. [12] presented the influence of
multidimensional vehicle response due to crosswind on driver perception also using a
driving simulator. In their work the multidimensional vehicle response consisted of roll
velocity, yaw velocity and lateral acceleration. The impact of amplitude changes and
phase delays of crosswinds on the vehicle response was also investigated. Aerodynamic
yaw moment disturbance showed the highest influence in driving stability followed by
side force and roll moment.

Wagner et al. [13] studied the drivers’ reactions and judgements on the vehi-
cle behaviors due to the crosswind conditions. The study proposed a criterion called
intensification factor (I-factor) that can be used to evaluate the vehicle-driver interac-
tion for random crosswind conditions. It was found that the driver’s steering intensity
was quite high from 0.5 - 1.5 Hz resulting in intensified vehicle responses, while the
driver’s ability to compensate for crosswind conditions less than 0.5 Hz was good and
above 2 Hz the changes were too fast to respond. Such a conclusion provided an insight
in terms of frequency range and driver’s response characteristics.

Nguyen et al. [14] investigated a cornering scenario on the German autobahn
with vertical disturbances simulating road unevenness and road bumps. The vehicle
response was subjectively evaluated and the results included a threshold of sensitivity
between impulsive pitch, roll and lateral disturbance over varying road noise inten-
sities. The threshold of yaw acceleration was found to be most sensitive. The road
disturbances influenced the sensitivity towards rolling motion. In addition, while cou-
pling yaw and roll vehicle motion, the paper also shows the difference in subjective
impression with varying phase delays and amplitude ratio.

The above-mentioned studies provide a background for the present investiga-
tion where excitations at varying amplitudes and frequencies are related to subjective
judgement of drivers, with the main purpose of understanding what aerodynamic dis-
turbances are of importance. The objective is to create a model from the data recorded
from the cockpit that can predict subjective vehicle stability in early vehicle develop-
ment. This will be achieved through logistic regression with subjective driver response
as the dependent variable and independent variables based on linear and rotational
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Figure 1. The vertical and pitch road noise frequency spectra simulating the indenta-
tions on the road.

accelerations and velocities, and steering behaviour.

2. Experimental set-up

2.1. Driving simulator and vehicle model

Driving simulators are effective tools to incorporate the full vehicle characteristics for
analysis of combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics such as high-speed stability,
crosswind, and primary ride even in early vehicle development [15]. Quality of road
and vehicle model, graphics, sound quality and effective motion cueing are the key
parameters in providing a realistic driving impression [16].

In the present test, the visual presentation of the driving environment was
kept relatively simple. No road indentations were visible. The noise from road indenta-
tions was feed as variation of vertical force and pitch moments at the centre of gravity
of the vehicle, shown in Figure 1. They were reproduced through vertical and pitch
accelerations from Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) readings from a previous on-road
study by Kumar et al. [7]. The vertical noise was generated by filtering a continuous
white noise signal to get frequency spectra that matched the vertical and pitch accel-
erations from on-road data. It was not possible to feed the disturbances on each wheel
centre with the available setup and time constrains. Noises in lateral or roll direction
were also not considered as incorporating these noises would have been challenging
and time consuming. A major challenge would be the ability to co-relate the visual
road indentations to the respective vehicle lateral and roll behaviour and drivers’ feel
to this virtual driving scenario. The coefficients for aerodynamic forces and moments
were taken from wind tunnel tests performed earlier and translated to the centre of
gravity of the vehicle. The test plan was split into two phases.

2.1.1. Phase I test

Phase I was a pre-study test conducted with three drivers of average driving skills
(termed common drivers) at the Volvo Cars Driving Simulator, Figure 2a. The sim-
ulator is a VI-Grade 075 and works with CarRealtime for vehicle dynamics modeling
and simulation [17]. The vehicle dynamics model used was built to match with the test
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Figure 2. (a) Phase I test using Volvo Cars Driving Simulator [19] (b) Phase II test
using VTI SimIV (Photo: Hejdlösa Bilder AB) [18].

Figure 3. Drivers were provided with step-by-step instructions on the screen, visible
from cockpit, to ease adaptability.

vehicle. The drivers were asked to loosely keep a straight line simulating a 200 km/h
long cruise driving condition on a 3-lane straight road. Before the test, they were
informed about the existence of the background road noise. The drivers responded
’felt’ or ’felt dangerous’ when they experienced a disturbance and when they didn’t
respond to an induced disturbance, it was categorised as ’didn’t feel’. In this phase,
the disturbance inputs were either yaw moments or side forces at the centre of gravity
of the vehicle. Depending on drivers’ response to a disturbance input, the test leader
modulated the frequencies and amplitudes of the disturbance input and fed it to the
simulator. The results gave a rough estimation of the desired region of interest in
terms of amplitudes and frequencies to be used in the phase II tests. Phase II of the
experiment was performed in a driving simulator with a larger platform envelop as the
area of interest proved to stretch to frequencies as low as 0.25 Hz.

2.1.2. Phase II test

Phase II is the final clinic test of subjective judgement from drivers on the selected
disturbances. The VTI (Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute)
driving simulator was used for this study, Figure 2b, [18]. The simulator cabin is
mounted on a movable platform though which the system provides the driver with
motion feedback. The simulated vehicle behaviour is mapped to a platform movement
using a motion cueing algorithm [20]. The moving base consists of linear sled system,
providing large linear strokes, and a hexapod is mounted on top of this base. Together,
the system is capable of 8 degrees-of-freedom motion. Vip Core is the main software
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Figure 4. Creating aerodynamic excitation signals of interest from the base disturbance
using 8th order Butterworth band pass filters.

used to run the vehicle dynamics simulations. Details of the development of this sim-
ulator is described by Jansson et al. [21]. The tyre model was a brush tyre model
(parabolic pressure distribution) with a carcass stiffness and damping effect appended
to the model.

Since phase II tests is conducted in a different driving simulator, the software
and vehicle dynamics model were also different and shown in detail in [22,23]. To
have a similar vehicle dynamics behaviour to that of phase I, a few selected vehicle
maneuvers were simulated using CarRealtime at the Volvo Cars Driving Simulator.
The vehicle responses from those simulations were used to tune the vehicle dynamics
model at VTI. The input disturbances were roll and yaw moments. The interest in roll
disturbance came from some on-road tests conducted after phase I. The clinical test
began with a training exercise where the drivers were asked to drive at certain fixed
speeds in between cones set in slalom configurations. This was done to get a feeling for
the driving simulator, steering and settle oneself comfortably with the test setup. The
drivers were then instructed to loosely follow a straight line, simulating a 200 km/h
long cruise driving condition on a straight flat road. The drivers were given awareness
of the existence of road noise applied to the vehicle. After each disturbance, the drivers
were asked to provide their impressions by pressing either of the three buttons on the
steering wheel as shown in Figure 3. Each of which represents a feedback as below:

• 0 - I felt nothing
• 1 - I felt the disturbance
• 2 - I felt the disturbance and I can see it’s potential of causing straight line

instability

Actual motion characteristics felt by the drivers are important to relate the subjective
judgements with objective variables. The actual motion felt on the cockpit varies to
that found from the simulated vehicle dynamics response output due to motion cueing.
As a result, the IMU was mounted on the platform of the cockpit along with the
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(a) Yaw input representation. (b) Roll input representation.

Figure 5. Induced yaw or roll moment disturbance representation on a vehicle.

DEWESoft Module for data acquisition [24]. Out of many recorded signals from the
IMU, the linear and rotational accelerations and velocities are of interest in this study.
The other outputs examined from the simulator include drivers’ impressions, steering
torque, steering angle and rate of change of steering angle. While post-processing,
the signals are low pass filtered with a 10 Hz cut-off frequency and down-sampled
to 100 Hz. During analysis of each disturbance the outputs examined are split into
two category: outputs received 8 seconds to the actual start of the disturbance signal
is considered as ’before the disturbance’ and 8 seconds from the actual start of the
disturbance signal is considered as ’during the disturbance’.

2.2. Disturbances of interest and signals sequencing

A base disturbance is used to create disturbances of interest. The developed base
disturbance is an impulse signal consisting of a ramp up and a sudden switch to the
opposite sign and ramping back to zero, as shown in Figure 4. This signal is similar
to one of the profiles studied by Brandt et al. [8] and it was chosen because it can
provide substantial instability behaviour. The mathematical representation of the base
disturbance is shown in Equation 1.

y(t) =
T
2 − t∣∣T
2 − t

∣∣ ·
(

1− cos
(2π

T
· t
))1/2

for t ∈ [0, 10] (1)

where, y is the amplitude at a given time t and T is total signal time.
This base disturbance was passed through 8th order Butterworth band pass

filter for achieving disturbances consisting of frequency ranges 0.25 - 0.5 Hz (F1), 0.5
- 1.0 Hz (F2), 1.0 - 2.0 Hz (F3) and 2.0 - 4.0 Hz (F4). They were amplified to the four
selected peak amplitudes in terms of moments: 150 Nm (A1), 175 Nm (A2), 225 Nm
(A3) and 325 Nm (A4). Thus a total of 32 distinct signals exist: 4 frequency range ×
4 amplitudes × 2 input types (yaw and roll moments). These signals were randomly
ordered into 23 unique sequences, so each driver receives a unique sequence. The initial
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signal was repeated once, and two other selected signals are repeated for all the drivers
to investigate repeatability. The disturbances act in the direction of either yaw or roll
moment disturbance as intended, see 5. The symmetry of the base signal will help
minimize the effect of the simulator’s wash-out filter, especially since the disturbances
of interest are of low frequencies. A wash-out filter is usually used by the simulator to
slowly bring the platform back to centre during simulation for maximum leverage in
performance. It is important to do so with minimum impact on the driver’s experience.

2.3. Clinical driving test

The clinical driving test consisted of 23 drivers in total: 13 common drivers and 10
experienced test drivers. Common drivers are predominantly male drivers and either
engineers at Volvo Cars or PhD students working with the car industry. While planning
the driving span for each driver, it was important to consider driver fatigue. Driver
fatigue can be the state of deterioration of mental alertness as discussed by a study of
Williamson et al. [25], the transient state between sleep and awake as shown by Lal
et al. [26] or psychological and physiological behaviour which when left undisturbed
results in poor driver response to a given task, presented by Thiffault et al. [27]. Since
this test is a straight-line drive at high speed with the task of keeping the car in lane,
the impact of driver fatigue is crucial for subjective response. Awareness decreases and
sleepiness increases with prolonged monotonous driving [28,29]. From the summary of
the studies stated above, it was decided that an acceptable threshold for an effective
subjective judgement from the drivers was a driving period of less than 20 minutes.
In this test, a period of 15 minutes per driver was chosen.

The psychological and physiological impact to the drivers’ response men-
tioned above cannot be completely eliminated and are also affected by the time of
the test such as early morning or late afternoon, before or after lunch, or frame of
mind. The response to a given stimuli is also influenced by the preceding signal stim-
uli. These biases along with a total of 23 driver and 32 different unique disturbance
signals cause difficulties when it comes to representing a small clinical sample for the
entire population. Even though the number of drivers is too small to obtain an ac-
curate and statistically representative distribution of responses for each disturbance,
other conclusions can be drawn with high statistical significance from the collected
data.

A χ2 test is used to test the independence of responses from the same driver
[30]. The null hypothesis is that the first and second response to the same disturbance
from the same driver are independent. The two disturbances that were repeated for
all drivers were used for this test and the contingency table is shown in Table 1. The
p-value is 0.59. Since the p-value is higher than 0.05, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected which indicates that different responses from same driver are not strongly

Table 1. χ2 test for analysing the independence of the drivers first and second response
to repeated signals.

First response didn’t feel at least felt [responded ’1’ or ’2’]
Second response

didn’t feel 15 10
at least felt [responded ’1’ or ’2’] 21 21

χ2 test p-value: 0.59.
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dependent.

2.4. Predictive model

Logistic regression is used to create a model for predicting the probability of driver
responses to induced disturbances. The resulting logistic regression function equation
is shown in Equation 2. For the model development the values of objective variables
measured in the cockpit are used. Steering angle δsw, yaw velocity ωz and roll velocity
ωx along with the respective driver’s response were chosen from the available variable
as they provided the most accurate predictions. The array of standard deviations from
the beginning of each disturbance upto 8 seconds of each of these variables are used
in Equation 2.

Through a logistic regression model, a relation is built between dependent
and independent variables [31,32]. The independent variables (predictor) are all the
above-mentioned objective variables together with the category of the drivers, named
DriverType. The dependent variable is the driver’s response in binary format, i.e. 0 for
’did not feel’ (driver responded by pressing 0) and 1 for ’at least felt’ (driver responded
by pressing 1 or 2). The resulting logit function represents a linear relationship of the
independent variables using maximum likelihood estimation. In logit, each independent
variable is given the best predicted weight so that the prediction is as close to the actual
response. The model is optimized by removing independent variables that obtain high
p-values (above 0.01).

p(x) =
1

1 + exp(−z(~x))

z(~x) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + β4x4

x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4

]

=
[
ωx,std ωz,std δsw,std DriverType

]

(2)

where

p(x) is the logistic model that predicts the probability, p, of achieving an output
equal to 1 for a given set of independent variables xi=1,2,3...

β0 is y-intercept,

βi=1,2,3.. are model parameters of respective independent variables (predictors)
xi=1,2,3..

3. Results and discussion

The results and discussions the two test phases are presented in different sections. It
is followed by the drivers’ experience and predictive model.
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(a) Lateral acceleration (peak-to-peak), ay,p2p, over

frequency range.

(b) Yaw velocity (peak-to-peak), ωz,p2p, over fre-

quency range.

Figure 6. Drawn rough blue line indicating amplitudes where the drivers start to feel
from some phase I tests analysis at the Volvo Cars Driving Simulator.

3.1. Phase I analysis

The data from phase I tests consist of vehicle and drivers’ response to side force and
yaw moment disturbances fed through trials with varying frequency range and ampli-
tudes. All the trials are plotted in terms of resulting peak-to-peak lateral acceleration,
ay,p2p and yaw velocity ωz,p2p, felt in the cockpit. Peak-to-peak is defined here as the
difference between the maximum and minimum value of the variable within the cho-
sen time segment. The results show a line of transition in response between ’felt’ and
’did not feel’ over each frequency range. One such investigation is shown in Figure 6.
The blue dashed lines represent a rough transition region between drivers’ ability to
identify and not identify disturbances. The sample sizes are relatively small in certain
frequency ranges; this was because the drivers provided consistent responses of either
’felt’ or ’did not feel’ to an induced disturbance for the given amplitudes within the
first few trials. For lateral acceleration, Figure 6a, the blue dashed line passes through
0.3 m/s2 at 0.5 - 1.5 Hz and decreases as the frequency range increases. While for
yaw velocity ωz, Figure 6b, the line starts from 0.5 deg/s at 0.5 - 1.5 Hz and after a
minimum at 1.5 - 2.5 Hz, it rises as the frequency range increases.

3.2. Phase II analysis

A pre-study was done with the simulator with different amplitudes and frequencies
to compare what was felt in the cockpit to what was expected to be felt from the
online simulation. There were losses in the output from the simulator due to motion
cueing. Moreover, from the phase I study the driver sensitivity seems to decline with
the increasing frequency. As a result, frequency range of interest in phase II is limited
at the upper end to 4 Hz.

3.2.1. Driver response over disturbance input amplitudes and frequency ranges

Drivers’ responses to disturbance input over selected amplitude and frequency ranges
are shown in Figure 7. The plot does not include the repeated signals so the number
of sample points at each frequency range and amplitude is 13 for common drivers and
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(a) Yaw disturbance input.

(b) Roll disturbance input.

Figure 7. Stacked fraction of Phase II driver responses for yaw and roll moment dis-
turbance input at different amplitudes and frequency ranges.
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Table 2. Fisher’s exact test of the response to roll moment disturbances. Null hypoth-
esis: Both types of drivers have same sensitivity towards the disturbance.

Frequency Response Common driver Test driver p-value

0.25-0.5 Hz did not feel 46 26
at least felt 7 14 0.0227

0.5-1 Hz did not feel 43 32
at least felt 10 9 0.7979

1-2 Hz did not feel 34 27
at least felt 19 14 1

2-4 Hz did not feel 31 21
at least felt 24 22 0.542

p-values are high through out the frequency range except frequency 0.25−
0.5 Hz. Null hypothesis can only be rejected in the lowest frequency range.

10 for test drivers. With the increase in amplitude of yaw moment disturbance input,
shown in Figure 7a, the responses from test drivers show a clear transition from 1
(’felt’) to 2 (’felt the potential towards instability’) between the frequency range of
0.25 and 2 Hz. The responses from common drivers show a clear transition from 0
(’did not feel’) to 1 (’felt’) with increase in amplitude. The number of common drivers
who responded 1 peaks between 0.5 to 2 Hz. In the case of the common drivers, the
transition from 1 to 2 only trends to begin at higher amplitudes. A generic observation
for both test and common drivers is that the number of drivers that were able to
observe the yaw disturbances is considerably lower at frequency range 2 to 4 Hz. This
frequency range shows a transition in the number of drivers observed from 0 (’did
not feel’) to 1 (’felt’) with increase in amplitude. The figure shows explicitly that the
test drivers have a broader frequency span of ability to identify disturbance and lower
tolerance towards disturbance amplitude compared to common drivers.

For the roll moment disturbance input, a statistically significant difference
between test drivers and common drivers can only be seen around 0.25 to 0.5 Hz
while observing Table 2. For both types of drivers only the transition trend from 0
(’not felt’) to 1 (’felt’) is visible, which increases with higher amplitude and higher
frequency range, Figure 7b. A common profile from this figure is that the highest
number of drivers that sensed the roll moment disturbance is at frequency range 2 to
4 Hz. This will be further discussed in section 3.2.2.

This analysis is strictly relating the drivers’ responses from the input distur-
bance amplitudes and frequency ranges. The influence of road noise, vehicle reactions
to the drivers’ actions, drivers’ steering intensity and the vehicle response to distur-
bances affect the subjective judgements of drivers. The vehicle response to a given
input disturbance and how it was felt in the cockpit is not linear over frequencies and
amplitudes. As a result, depending on the vehicle models chosen, some can be more
crosswind sensitive compared to others.

3.2.2. Driver response depending on measured variables

The objective variables measured in the cockpit are steering torque τsw, lateral accel-
eration ay, yaw acceleration ω̇z, roll acceleration ω̇x, steering rate δ̇sw, yaw velocity ωz
and roll velocity ωx. Here the peak-to-peak values and standard deviations used are
over an 8 s time segment starting at the beginning of the disturbances.

11



Figure 8. Swarm plot frequency range vs. peak-to-peak yaw velocity ωz,p2p vs. driver
response for different driver type and yaw moment disturbance amplitudes.
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Response to yaw moment input

Figure 8 shows peak-to-peak yaw velocity, ωz,p2p, and driver responses of the
vehicle over the investigated frequency ranges and amplitudes of yaw moment
disturbance input. Swarm plotting is used to provide a better understanding of the
relationship between quantitative measurements and subjective judgement patterns
of the drivers. The yaw velocity responses felt in the cockpit around frequency ranges
0.25 − 0.5 Hz and 2 − 4 Hz remain almost unaffected to disturbance amplitude. The
test drivers are sensitive across a broader frequency range and are much more likely
to identify disturbances especially at the low frequencies, 0.25− 0.5 Hz. Their region
of sensitivity threshold seems to lie lower than the tested amplitudes. The ωz,p2p
response for the same amplitude disturbance increases with increased frequency up
to 1− 2 Hz but is then damped significantly by the chassis at 2− 4 Hz.

Figure 8 shows that a selected disturbance with a given amplitude results in
a distribution in amplitude for ωz,p2p. Hence, because of road noise, driver input and
vehicle dynamics, the conditions under which every sample is taken is unique. There
is an overlap in measured amplitudes of yaw velocity between different amplitudes of
disturbance. This can help explain why there are different responses given to the same
input. No explanation relating to difference in driver response can be deduced when
considering only peak-to-peak or standard deviation of yaw velocity, ωz. Since there
is a distribution of measured amplitudes from the IMU, rather than distinct points,
doing a regression is a suitable move.

Figure 9 shows the peak-to-peak steering torque, τsw,p2p, feedback from the
drivers before and during the yaw moment disturbances. The steering input is signif-
icantly lower for test drivers than common drivers while driving on a straight line,
as shown in Table 3. However, the steering intensity right before and during the dis-
turbances are not significantly different, regardless of driver type. As will be shown
using logistic regression in Section 3.3, the steering feedback and vehicle dynamics
are coupled. For the common drivers, the higher inputs from steering might create
an anticipated vehicle behaviour making them less sensitive to induced disturbances.
This could be one possible explanation for their lower ability to identify the induced
external disturbance especially at low amplitudes. On an additional note, the pattern
for peak-to-peak steering rate, δ̇sw,p2p, feedback is similar to Figure 9.

Table 3. Paired sample t-test used for analysing the influence of driver type and the
presence of induced yaw disturbance on τsw,p2p.

Common driver Test driver p-value

no. of observations 241 148

Before disturbance mean value 1.623 1.316
standard deviation 0.609 0.424 1.29 ·10−7

During disturbance mean value 1.692 1.377
standard deviation 0.581 0.373 7.81 ·10−9

p-value 0.20 0.19

Case 1 Null hypothesis: the steering behaviour doesn’t have association with the type of
driver irrespective of the presence of any yaw moment disturbance.
Result: p-values lower than 0.02 implies that there is significant difference in steering feed-
back between test drivers and common drivers
Case 2 Null hypothesis: the steering behaviour during disturbance doesn’t have association
with before and during the yaw moment disturbance for both types of drivers.
Result: p-values higher than 0.02 implies that the test fails to reject null hypothesis.
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Figure 9. Peak-to-peak steering torque, τsw,p2p, before and during the yaw moment
disturbance input. Box = 25 − 75% of the sampled data, circle = median, square =
outliers

Response to roll moment input

Nguyen et al. [14] showed that the ability to discriminate the roll disturbance
over the intensity of road disturbances is low. This is because the roll impulse gener-
ated is masked by the roll motion caused by inputting the vertical road indentations
on each suspension. Here, the real road indentations are fed on the centre of gravity
of the vehicle, hence, they are represented in terms of vertical and pitch accelerations.
This removes the possibility of masking of roll disturbance response of the vehicle
over roll due to road noise. As a result it should be earlier for drivers to notice the roll
moment disturbances. However, the results suggest that the drivers are still less likely
to observe the roll disturbance than yaw disturbance, which is in line with Huemer et
al [12] and Nguyen et al. [14].

The peak-to-peak roll velocity, ωx,p2p, is about 0.35 deg/s at the lowest fre-
quency range, 0.25−0.5 Hz, regardless of driver type and amplitude as shown in Figure
10. At higher frequencies ωx response increases and amplitude gets higher in response
to higher disturbance amplitude. The influence of damping of roll moment input by
the vehicle dynamics plays a significant role in interpreting and reading the results.
The vehicle is more sensitive in the 2− 4 Hz range which contains an eigenfrequency
of the vehicle chassis. When comparing other frequency ranges, same input amplitude
results in higher measured ωx,p2p. This behaviour is in contrast to yaw disturbance
where the measured ωz,p2p drops of at 2− 4 Hz.

The steering torque τsw,p2p, feedback by test and common drivers before and
during the induced roll moment disturbance is shown in Figure 11. Table 4 shows
that the test drivers have significantly lower steering input before and during the
disturbance than common drivers. A lot of steering is seen before the disturbances
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Figure 10. Swarm plot of driver response to roll moment disturbance input. Peak-to-
peak roll velocity ωx,p2p deg/s vs frequency diagrams.
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Figure 11. Peak-to-peak steering torque, τsw,p2p, characteristics of the drivers before
and during the roll moment disturbance input. Box = 25− 75% of the sampled data,
circle = median, square = outliers

and they have nothing to do with the disturbances. As an additional note, just like
from the observation in yaw moment disturbance, the pattern for peak-to-peak steering
rate, δ̇sw,p2p, feedback for roll moment disturbance is also similar.

Table 4. Paired sample t-test used for analysing the influence of type of driver on
peak-to-peak τsw,p2p before and during the disturbance.

Common driver Test driver p-value

Before disturbance mean value 1.66 1.309
standard deviation 0.574 0.458 7.12 ·10−9

During disturbance mean value 1.631 1.256
standard deviation 0.596 0.35 2.12 ·10−10

p-value 0.61 0.29

no. of observations 214 132

Case 1 Null hypothesis: the steering behaviour doesn’t have association with the type of
driver irrespective of the presence of any roll moment disturbance.
Result: p-values lower than 0.02 implies that there is significant difference in steering feedback
between test drivers and common drivers
Case 2 Null hypothesis: the steering behaviour during disturbance doesn’t have association
with before and during the roll moment disturbance for both types of drivers.
Result: p-values higher than 0.02 implies that the test fails to reject null hypothesis.

3.2.3. Drivers test experience

For the disturbance profiles studied in this paper, after each test, oral feedback from
the drivers was noted to understand their perception and experiences during the test.
And some common traits can be concluded from the acquired data.

It is a common observation from the phase I study that low frequency and
higher amplitude side forces and yaw moments give the drivers an impression of po-
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tential instabilities since they need significant post-corrections. Furthermore, at low
amplitudes such disturbances can cause the vehicle to drift unnoticed for a relatively
long time if one isn’t concentrated enough. Drivers are highly prone to occasionally
loosing concentration during long straight-line cruising. The vehicle’s behaviours at
higher frequency yaw moments or side forces might feel unacceptable but not danger-
ous. This is because the disturbance profiles are more or less symmetric and since the
disturbance amplitudes were fairly small the drivers got the intuition of the vehicle
being stable and stay in line by itself.

In phase II, the test drivers notice low frequency range yaw moment distur-
bances as potential instabilities even at low amplitudes. A similar observation to that
from phase I. As seen in Figure 7a, most of the disturbances felt are marked ’2’ by test
engineers since their subjective tolerance towards such disturbances are low. The rea-
son for such an intuition is that the vehicle behaviour on such yaw disturbance inputs
are uncontrolled slow drifting or swaying which results in a floating feel. A floating
feel is never a good quality vehicle dynamic since it does not feel planted on road and
provides a lack of confidence for the driver as they feel disconnected with the road.
The disturbance continues for a long time hence the intuition of vehicle correction will
go wrong since the disturbance and the driver feedback keeps playing simultaneously
with an effective phase lag and late corrections. Low frequency flow behaviours exist
in vehicles even without external gusts. Whether or not one can notice their influence
or intensities on vehicle dynamics coupling depends on the vehicle design and driving
expertise. At higher frequency ranges, keeping the same amplitude, the feeling is less
alarming since the disturbance input and its reaction is quite fast and gives the test
drivers understanding of the disturbance profile. Moreover, higher frequency range of
2− 4 Hz disturbances are short and damped making the drivers less responsive.

3.3. Predictive model

The predictive model is developed from both roll and yaw moment disturbances out-
put. After optimizing, the relevant independent variables (predictors) with significant
influence, p-values < 0.001, are chosen. They are driver type and standard deviations
of steering angle δsw,std, yaw velocity ωz,std and roll velocity ωx,std. For driver type,
named DriverType, value 1 and 2 are assigned to represent common drivers and test
drivers, respectively. The standard deviations of these predictors from the beginning
of the disturbance and 8 seconds onwards is used.
The resulting z is:

z = β0 + β1 ωx,std + β2 ωz,std + β3 δsw,std + β4 DriverType (3)

The resulting logistic regression over z is plotted as shown in Figure 12 and coefficient
properties are shown in Table 5. It has 71% accuracy with 60% accuracy to predict

Table 5. Resulting properties of model parameters

values unit 95% confidence interval p-value
β0 -3.71 [-] -4.70 to -2.71 0.23 ·10−12

β1 9.86 [s/deg] 3.99 to 15.72 0.98 ·10−3

β2 58.26 [s/deg] 47.19 to 69.34 0.61 ·10−24

β3 - 419.42 [1/deg] - 508.88 to -329.96 0.39 ·10−19

β4 0.93 [-] 0.55 to 1.31 0.14 ·10−5
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Figure 12. Logistic regression plot over z. Histogram plot represents the count of ’at
least felt’ and ’did not feel’.

’at least felt’ and 81% accuracy to predict ’did not feel’. The accuracy and statistical
significance can be improved with more tests and resulting data. In the figure, the black
dotted curve represents the sigmoidal function. It portraits the predicted probability
for ’at least felt’ outcome for a given z being the logit value of a given set of values of
the selected independent variables.

To understand the influence of each independent variable (predictor) on pre-
dicting ’at least felt’, the chosen independent variable (predictor) is varied between two
standard deviations from its mean standard deviation value and remaining predictors
are kept at their mean standard deviation values from all observations. The outcome
is compared between the test and common drivers. Figure 13 shows the results. It is
clear that the test drivers are more sensitive as their predicted probability tend to
move towards ’at least felt’ before common drivers.

In Figure 13, steering angle, δsw,std, suggests that the common drivers are
more prone to be oblivious towards disturbances in the presence of more steering
fluctuations for a given fixed mean ωz,std and ωx,std. With an increase in standard
deviation of ωz,std from 0.04 to 0.11 deg/s the probability for identifying a disturbance
is raised from around 18 to 90% for the test drivers. While for ωx,std, a raise in standard
deviation from 0.04 to around 0.1 deg/s the probability for identifying a disturbance
is raised from 55 to 65% for the test drivers. This suggests that at almost negligible
roll velocities input there is still a small probability for identifying the disturbance
due to presence of mean ωz,std, and δsw,std fluctuations. It is clear that the probability
is quite sensitive in terms of amplitude fluctuation for yaw velocity, ωz, provided the
steering fluctuation is minimal.

In terms of influence from frequency range, taking previous observations, the
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Figure 13. Influence of one independent variable on prediction while remaining vari-
ables are kept constant at their mean of standard deviation values from all observa-
tions.

drivers are most sensitive to yaw disturbances in the frequency range 0.25− 2 Hz and
in case of roll moment disturbances frequency range of 2 − 4 Hz shows higher driver
sensitivity.

4. Conclusion

It is desirable for vehicle manufactures to be able to identify possible nervous or insta-
ble vehicle behavior in the early design and development phase. The costs of finding
problems and proposing solutions at late phases, during on-road tests, are extremely
undesirable. One potential reason for such behaviours is the coupling between unsteady
aerodynamics and vehicle dynamics. In this work, drivers’ subjective perceptions under
external aerodynamic yaw and roll disturbances of varying amplitudes and frequencies
on a straight-line high-speed stability condition is studied with the help of a driving
simulator. The main findings from this test are:

• Drivers are much more sensitive to yaw disturbances than roll disturbances. The
reason is most likely that roll disturbances do not significantly affect the direction
of travel.
• The test drivers are more sensitive than common drivers to yaw disturbances at

all tested frequency intervals. The difference is greatest at the lowest frequency
interval, 0.25 − 0.5 Hz, where common drivers are much less sensitive. This
suggests that test drivers’ sensitivity is so high that their threshold for sensing
yaw disturbances is lower than the tested amplitudes.
• In this study, the steering input is not much larger during the disturbances com-
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pared to before the disturbances, i.e., the greater steering input is not necessarily
a result of the disturbances.
• The driver sensitivity decreases significantly with steering input and that ex-

plains a large part of the difference in sensitivity between the two driver types.
The test drivers steer less than common drivers on the straight line drive. Ac-
cording to logistical model, even when correcting for the larger steering input
from common drivers, professional test drivers are still more sensitive.

From the data, a model was created for predicting which disturbances drivers can
feel. The model quantifies the difference in sensitivity between driver types and the
difference in sensitivity to yaw and roll disturbances. It can also be used to set a
threshold below which disturbances can be ignored when searching for problematic
disturbances.

The results obtained from these tests provide a map of reference for assess-
ing and investigating flow behaviour of frequencies and intensities that could result
in disturbances in the form of either vehicle nervousness or instabilities. More data
collection should be either with a greater and better adjusted range in amplitude or
of other components of disturbance. The results from this study will be used for an-
alyzing data from wind tunnel and on road tests to identify potentially problematic
unstable aerodynamic behavior.

Abbreviations

VTI Statnes Väg- och Transportforskninginstitut
(Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute)

IMU Inertia Measurement Unit
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Nomenclature

ay Lateral acceleration [m/s2]
ay,p2p Peak-to-peak value of Lateral acceleration [m/s2]
ω̇x Roll acceleration [deg/s2]
ωx Roll velocity [deg/s]
ωx,p2p Peak-to-peak value of Roll velocity [deg/s]
ωx,std Standard deviation value of Roll velocity [deg/s]
ω̇z Yaw acceleration [deg/s2]
ωz Yaw velocity [deg/s]
ωz,p2p Peak-to-peak value of Yaw velocity [deg/s]
ωz,std Standard deviation value of Yaw velocity [deg/s]
δsw,std Standard deviation value of Steering angle [deg]
δsw Steering angle [deg]
δ̇sw,p2p Peak-to-peak value of Steering rate [deg/s]

δ̇sw Steering rate [deg/s]
τsw,p2p Peak-to-peak value of Steering torque [Nm]
τsw Steering torque [Nm]
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